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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
NO. 118.

SANTA FE, N. M., SATURDAY, JULY 7, 1906.

VOL. 43.
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States government, since the time at the time. And since that time, the funds for the purpose of building a
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of
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ence with President Roosevelt, today,
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of
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J.
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by
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can
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of the United States has not helped
only be one result,
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brigade army posts.
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namely, a'total suspension of mining
to
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thrown
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weight
prestige
meet for the purpose of making the
"We do this," he said, "in order
of education as it has In the last ten support the
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when it was tax
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Off
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Goes to Rescue.
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Ship
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vision in the present bill of five mll- - never have been heard of, had It not
Its own future good.
distinct from the present geographical Three Santa Feans Have Good Luck
So the
lion dollars for school purposes is con- - been for the native people.
"In Arizona things are different and
divisions." The tentative selections
With Hook and Line in Pecos
I think It will win out in the race,
Washington, D. C., Jul . 7. The sidercd largely by our people practi- people of Arizona need not have any ALBUQUERQUE
of locations for these posts, the sec
and Other Streams.
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unless there Is a very quick change Navy Department today received two cally ha a bribe to secure our votes fear on that score. So far as I am
retary said, are as follows! Fort Riley,
I want to say
of the jointure
In the conditions governing the min cablegrams from Commander Potts, in favor
propo- individually concerned,
Kansas; Fort Leavenworth, Kansas;
Buddie Fiske, Roger Fiske and F. R.
naval governor of the Island of Guam, sition I can see but one alternative, right here that I am willing to take Urbano Sanchez 8uspected of Murder
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Fort Sam Houston, Texas; Fort RobNew Mexico reStevenson, who spent five" days this ing industry
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every
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that they
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C. H. Petterson, foreman of the Son at Guam.
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"Treat Foreigners as They Treat Us, said Mr. Stevenson, "the trout were ta Fe machine shops nt Raton, was
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talents as It has those of their breth- Arizona refuse to adopt a merger yesterday before Police Justice Crawand Kinsmen Better Than Fornot biting. However, tney began the arrested a few dnys ago for discharg
7.
The transport ren the Americans,
Manila,
All with New Mexico, and New Mexico ford. The boys had purchased a can
July
eigners."
following day and I never had better ing fire arms In the city and was plac Meade leaves
to render as- that Is needed for the native to make votes for It, tlhat. we will finally be of beer in the saloon of Daniel Mar
Sunday
admitted to single statehood. .This 1b tinez and were
sport. For another month they will ed" under $500 bond. Petterson with sistance to the
having a seance In an
transport Thomas, his mark Is to have a fair show, an from the
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a
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break,
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Saxon, and I am not afraid but that elected from Oklahoma and Indian the case and the boys were thereupon
of the occasion to give the following
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However, proceedings are
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every native believe that the time has
you treat foreigners."
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i come when
In New Mexico.
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Fair Weather Fears For
educational van, study, and fit himself
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Law.
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educated brethren. For this reason Charles
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New York, July 7. A group of out- light from
Skinner,
Peace
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of
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for the wind to subside.
more than any other I am willing to old woman, who took her first ride on while visiting her brother, J. R.
side brokers who make a specialty of waiting
ment was made 1n Falrmount Ceme- - William Cregg, who held him to the
Stokes, section foreman of the Santa
abandon any personal or individual a railroad
low priced mining stocks In the Broad
train, was so frlghteneo Fe. The remains 'were this morning
tery at Raton.
grand jury In the sum of $1,000. Mon- idea and submit
will
to
the
gracefully
that the train was stopped and she
Street market will be depleted next BIG DEPARTMENT
tes was unable to give bond and was
to Greenville, Kentucky, and
of the majority. This In Itself brings was permitted
to sent
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week. Some traders have hired quarremanded to the officers, ns Torrance
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fear
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fright.
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exactly a Just one. If New
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ness out of reach of the amended
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to
Santa
Yesterday
Fe
for
safekeepbrought
The Cimorron Mercantile Company
Mexico as a state Is entitled to five mil- ner started for her home near Benton Urbano Sanchez, formerly
stock law. The act obliges them to
employed
ing.
Captain Fornhoff said that he
has absorbed the Brooks Mercantile
James Scott, the United States pris- - had not received a detailed report of lion dollars for educational purposes, to go to Danville to visit relatives. at the lumber mill of the American
pay a transfer .tax of two cents on
has
and
me
Cimarron
at
opened
ask
let
the
every share of Btock sold regardless Company
They drove to the Benton station and Lumber Company, of having murdered
joner, who disappeared from the pen the arrest and did not know to whord why, in all candor,
who "had
gentlemen
distinguished
t which the a large department store at that place, itentiary Thursday afternoon, has not the sheep In question belonged.
of its par value price
there the old lady, after much per Pedro Mlrabal and assailed Inez du
the present terminus of the St. Louis,
charge of this bill in Congress, is not suasion was Induced to board the Bols. Sanchez has left
stock sells In the market.
yet been found. It is still believed
Albuquerque
New Mexico as a territory entitled to train. No sooner had she seen the
Rocky Mountain and Pacific Railway that he is hiding In 'he
since the murder, but is believed to
prison
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If
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people
and where It will build Its shops.
HEAVY FALL OF SNOW
landscane moving past, heard the
SEVERAL HOURS LATE Rico, and the Philippines are entitled rumble of the wheels and felt the mo be either at Los Lunas or at
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for
aid
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to
government
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Roswell,
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capitalized at $25,000.
least three hours late today and It, when they have only been a cal and struggling to get off. The
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of
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railroad officials said they did not part of the United States less than passengers fearing she would die of INSURANCE ATTORNEY NEEDS
the
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remains
unchanged. The health
here. The ground was covered with BRYANS ARE GUESTS ,
the cause of the delay. The ten years, why are not the people oi fright, induced the conductor to stop
know
"A REST" IN EUROPE.
believe If the disease Is
New Mexico entitled to equal recog the train, and she alighted a mile
'
OF. AMBASSADOR REID. authorities
the beautiful for several hours. This
was
also late yesterday.
train
next three days
confined
the
during
a
part from the station. As soon as she renition, when they have been
Is the first July snow storm' in this
to its present extent, an epidemic is
New York, July 7. Charles E.
of the United States for more than covered she walked home,
London, July 7. William J. Bryan
section of the Territory within the
unlikely.
Hughes, who was Chief counsel for
show loyof
when
Blanks
eve
and
Mrs.
No
are
and
the
they
Legal
y
years,
inhabitant.
description
Bryan
of
fifty
oldest
the
spending
memory
Armstrong In the Legislative Insurand conforming to the laws of Now alty enough to brave the dangers
damage was done by the storm and as week's end as guests of Ambassador
ance Investigating Committee, sailed
news
and
best
latest
the
We
in
them
Mrs.
Mexico
menaced
on
are
Reid
hand
West
and
maintaining
print
which
Reld
at
Whltelaw
to
of
the
and
sale
wet
the finding
for
by
guilty parties,
It Improved the range It was
for Europe today for a rest.
Mexican.
not
New
The
foster
Mexloan
their
country,
the New
the Union of
,
Park,
Printing Company..
fat all the latest and best news.
corned by the live stock men.
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The New Mexican Is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is seut to
every postoffica In the Territor, and h aa a largo and growing clicnlnllnn
Sonthwesl.
among the Intelligent and progresslvo poop'0 of

OF
MUNICIPAL
MONEY VALUE
THERE IS THE DIFFERENCE.
IMPROVEMENTS.
The Democratic Roswell Record
A beautiful, clean and healthy city
cannot understand how It is that the
Is not only of comfort to Its citizens
Daily New Mexican, a strong Repub
within its gates,
lican paper, at times mas omen occa- aud the sojourners
and business
a
commercial
from
but
treaS'
S.
J.
Lea,
sion to compliment
invest
urer and collector of the county of standpoint It Is a
Santa Fe has the location and
ment,
P.
Pock,
James
and
Chaves,
beauassessor of the county, for faith the climate to become the most
and healthy
most interesting
ful and efficient performance of duty tiful,
Thin'' is not. to be wondered at. The city in the United States. Nature has
'the place, but
Now Mexican is a newspaper, Repub- done all It could for
for over :ion years
lican in politics, but a newspa.per and man, unfortunately,
much lo make It what
It always endeavors to be fair and has nol. done
it ought to be. In recent years there
editorial's
and
comments
in
its
just
and,
The news this paper gives is always has been some improvement,
sens
mil
of
number
(spirited
public
In
news.
giv
Impartial and given as
have creeled handsome and ccinmodl-- j
to
Treasurer
for
instance,
credit,
Ing
The town has more
Lpa and Assessor Peck of Chaves ous residences.
bepublic insmuUons. IcrrUcrial. county!
County, the New Mexican did so
i
cause these officials deserve It re and educational, man any town
e In the Un ted'
its
h
limns
thrpn
of
matters
In
ciirdless of doHUcs.
but
this kind, the New Mexican does not States. These facts are helpers,
much more can and ought lo bo done.
do
will
to
It
interfere.
nolltics
allow
for
New Mexican bus worked
what is right and hew to the line as The
handthe fact many years for the erection of a
far as it can. considering
some now High School building; for
that it is but human and liable to err.
stone
and well built.
With the Democratic papers of New necessary
for the erection of a modern
Mexico, and unfortunately, the Rec- bridges;
'safe Jail; for brick sidewalks and:
ord is in the same category, it has and
other public Improvement
mostly been the policy to condemn many
With the help of some good citizens
In
ter
Is
that
Republican
everything
and principally the board of county
ritorial, county, city, precinct and
it has succeeded in ob
school
district administrations right commissioners
suits the taining some of those, but only after
it
unless
or wrong,
constant work.
Democratic papers to "soft soap" or the hardest and most
Will kenp on the
flatter Republican officials and Re Still, this paper
llne It has adopted and more Improve-- ;
publican leaders for the purpose of
raents must "he forthcoming and that
creating disturbances or strife In Respeedily.
among
Republican
ranks,
publican
The property owner and citizen of
leaders and "between Republican offi
cials. Of course, anybody who knows Santa Fe who does not realize that
the more beautiful, the healthier, the
anything about politics, especially in
'with growing
New Mexico, knows that the flattery cleaner, the more filled
the "soft soap," the seemingly fulsome and heal.hy trees, handsome lawns,
editorials and the like which appear paved an it clean streets, and proper
this city, the bet
in New Mexico Democratic
papers! sewerage system,
tcr for all concerned, is certainly a
concerning Republicans, 'be they off!
person and his
cials or private citizens, are bald- very
room would bo much better than his
erdash, not containing an iota of true
and sincere meaning and simply writ company.
The El Paso Herald in a recent isten and published for sinister and
sue
contained an excellent editorial
selfish Democratic party purposes
With the New Mexican and other Re upon this subject, which the New Mexican
that the people of
publican papers in New Mexico, this
Santa Fe may read and heed. The
paper is gratified to say It Is different
For Instance, right here, this paper subject, while an old one, cannot, be
Conis perfectly willing to admit that Har- kept too much before the people.
stant agitation is the only way in
vey B. Fergusson, 'while a Democratic
which this interesting and historical
Delegate to Congress, made a Tery
can be" nfcde what it should be,
good record. Thlsj paper also admits lity
wnne it is neing accompnsnen,
ana
'and aUo states freely that the same
can lastly be said of the services of there Is no doubt that the property
Antonio Joseph while Delegate to owners and other 'persons interested
In fact, it has said so quite in business here will greatly benefit
Congress.
nstant and growing influx of
a number of times
when occasion by the
health seekers and
tourists,
travelers,
arose. Today ,when it is well known
and established that Delegate W. H. persons who will 'become permanent
Andrews has performed yeoman, val- residents of the town on this very
account. What applies to El Paso
uable, efficient and energetic service
in the first session of the 59th Con applies more strongly to this city,
for word. The F.l Paso Herald
gress for the people of the Sunshine word
Territory, no Democratic paper has pertinently says:
"The Mexican government is dehad the courage, the decency and the
much attention to beautifying
voting
fairness so far to so state and to ackthe national capital. Mexican govnowledge the fact. There 1s the difernors, like the president and others
ference.
in authority, realize the money value
of beautiful cities. They are public
OUTSIDE OF POLITICS DECENT
assets of immense importance. A
ENOUGH.
beautiful city attracts the 'best class
"There have always 'been some dally of people, and holds them. It also
papers that could not be bought. induces people to invest, and spend
in New Mexico
Among the papers
freely. Quite aside from all considerthat have stood for righteousness and ations of comfort and esthetics, it is
against gambling, intemperance and good business to make a city attraccorruption in office are the Roswell tive.
Daily Record and the Daily Santa Fe
"El Paso must come to a fuller reNew Mexican." Baptist Workman.
alization of this fact. Approach some
"Since the New Mexican Is not sus
people on the ground of their comceptlble to flattery, and the Record fort, and
they say they are comfortIs not easily offended, both
papers able enough. Suggest tholr duty to
may be able to appreciate this com make others
comfortable, and ithey
pliment in spite of the danger In
say let others look out for themselves.
volved in yoking them together."
Appeal to their love of the beautiful,
Roswell Daily Record.
and they 'do not respond. But touch
As far as the New Mexican is con
the ipocket nerve, and they awake.
cerned it accepts the compliment, be
"Today, after a little rain, many
lieving the Baptist Workman to be
of the city are Impassable.
It,
parts
sincere and honest. The fact that the
would not be so toad to have merely
Record is a rather hidebound Demo
the streets muddy, but the truth is
cratic paper, cannot affect the New
that a great many more miles of 'built-uMexican.
Outside of Its politics, as
streets are without sidewalks than
tar as known, the Record is decent
with thorn. This Is where the chief
enough.
disgrace, and the loss, come in.
"It is a shame that people cannot
.
,
.
k J
T
Auuurui
who occu walk a few Mocks in the closely setnojesivensKy,
pied the center of the stage for sev tled .parts of town on a
day like this
eral months during the Russo-Japawithout slipping and sliding in the
ese war, Is again In the limelight and
mud where sidewalks ought to be.
this time in the role of a hero. Before
The condition is bad enough when It
the courtmartial
at Cronstadt this is
dusty, but imud is worse, It would
he
week,
took upon his shoulders the
entire blame for the surrender of his seem as If householders ought to have
fleet in the Japan Sea In order to pride enough to set things right It
save his subordinate officers and also Is disgraceful for any property owner
the villainous contractors who built to let his frontage go without a. standthe ships of faulty material and sup ard sidewalk.
plied tnem with inferior powder and
"But even the disgrace may not
ammunition.
This admission on his touch some folks, so the
strongest arpart is equivalent to Inviting a death gument of all must ibe brought to
sentence, and It takes a braver man
that muddy unpaved walks do
to face calmly the firing squad of the bear;
not pay they keep customers away
executioner than it did the guns of
from the stores, they lower tJhe value
Admiral Togo.
of property, and they keep people
from Investing and settling in the
It would be contrary to all human ex city. The losses because of them
If
the present prosperity of amount to ten times as much each
perience
the nation, and even of this Territory,
year as standard sidewalks would
were not Interrupted sooner or later cost."
a
There
are
of
depression.
by period
indications that the long period of
Cable dispatches keep on iterating
prosperity with which the country
has been blessed has reached Its that serious disaffection and revolu
creKt. It is at such times that the tionary spirit exist in the Russian
wise business man fortifies himself army. If this news Is true, the begin
for the future without letting go of ning of the end of the White Czar's
reign has arrlved
present day opportunities.
first-clas- s

Demo-cifiti-
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short-sighte-
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THANKFU- - PEOPLE.
counties of'
Each of the twenty-fivihe Territory is supposed to hold ft
normal Institute for Its public school! Thfy Are I'oi.nil iri Every Part of Santa F.
teachers every summer, in fact, the
law demands It. There are various
Many citizens of Santa Fe have
ways of obeying the law and it seems
reason to be thankful for burthat in more than one county the obe- good
dens lifted from aching backs, which
to
the letter and not
dience Is merely
bore patiently for years. ScoroB
to the spirit of the law. Tho norma they
tell about their experiencess publicly.
Institute can be nude of great bene- - Here's a case of It:
fit to teachers and :he county. Again
Lino Romero, driver of delivery
it can be merely a orfunctory observ- wagon for Kaune and
Company, resiance of the law. Ii, Is to be regret- dence Palace Avenue, says: "Somes
ted that especially In the counties times my back aches acutely,
it was a dull pain just across
which need an awakening in public
school matters, the county normal In- tho loins, and when In tho acute
stitute is attendee! by only a few stage, I have been laid up for two
1 never took
leachers and the program Is of an or three days at a time.
ns tho attacks seemed
for
it
anything
to
be hoped
Indifferent nature. It is
to disappear ns mysteriously as they
that tho Santa Fo County Institute,
but when suffering from one I
at least, will this year and In the fu- came,
happened to read about Doan'R Kidney
ture, be of a decided Influence for the Pills in a Santa Fe paper, and I went
betterment of the public school sys- to Ireland's Pharmacy for a box. It
tem, especially in tho rural precincts. absolutely stopped
the pains and
aches."
The Albuquerque iakir Journal and
For sale by nil dealers. Price M
the Democratic yellow dog sheets that cents. '
Co., Buffalo,
are its companions should again jump New York, sole agents for the I'niled
on Delegate W. H. Andrews and pub- States.
lish false statements and lies about
Remember he name Don n's and
him.
The Delegate has proven him- take no other.
self during the pant session a good
friend of the Duke City, but as he
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
does not salt the gang In control of
Herewith are some bargains offered
of
the yellow
the Fakir Journal and
by the New Mexican Printing Comdog weekly sheets that are abusing pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
the Delognto, the fact that he has
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
worked for the good of Albuquerque
bound, It; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
make
should
the
and for
Territory
Pleading forms, $l; Missouri Code
lm again a target foi the .venom and
Uq fof )0 A(Upt
"'synods of those papers.
, &wg c, Ne
efl Q
ami iarV YPiurWab
icnn mm
'
'
The newspapers of the S.inshlne
I
,
,
u"
,i ana npanisa
iianinuiet,
Inlllt
I'P..i.il.ir.t"
rP....ll
Fosler-Milbur-

VMy few ond ,ir ,,Cwee,
The ablest among them Is the White
n
h
Miitni
n,,n,.ni,
thi
courage of his convictions and uses
English In exgood sledgehammer
mossing thorn. As far as the New
Mexican Is concerned, it acknowl-- ;
edges freely that the paper has a right
to act in the question ns It deems
best, Rut what's the use? The peo- -
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BRAIN.

('ndergoui Wonderful
Darius It Growth.

CbangMM

The wonderful change which the burn aa brain undergoes from the moment
whan It first appears In (lie embryo until It becomes lie perfected laboratory
of thought characteristic to the matured human being bag been commented
upon by several of the leading writers
on biology, physiology, etc, During
tbese successive changes, or, father,
transformations from the lower to the
higher sphere, the human brain not
only takes upon Itself the general shape
and form of the brains of various representatives of the lower classes of animals, but appears to have the same
structural constituents, at least to a
certain degree, Thus It has been found
that the original germ of the brain as
It appears in the human embryo has
the exact outlines of a serpent's thought
factory. After that the changes which
take place while the brain Is assuming
the various shapes which It must undergo before it becomes perfect give it
a decided resemblance to lie brains of
fishes, birds and uiammifei'ons animals.
"Heln's "Thoughts on the Structure
of the Human Brain" and Wilson's
"Anatomy of the Human Body" both
mention these queer transformation!!!,
as does also Hugh Miller in his famous
work, "Testimony of the Rocks." Mil
ler puts it In this way: "It bus long
been known that the human bralu Is
built up by a wonderful process, dur-Ing which it assumes In succession the
form of the brain "of a serpent, n fish,
a bird, and lastly, before it assumes the
characteristic human form, It takes tipon Itself the outline of a mammlferuiis
quadruped's brain." Hence the remark
made by silent fie writers that "m !n Is
the sum total of all auinmls."
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HANDWRITING,

delivered a publisher s prim,
One ef Hie Chu.fi ilia! Manned
each; Compilation Corporation
ill Waterloo,
.
The nose of Cleopatra had a marked
Influence on the destinies of the ansheep, $3 50
Reports,
cient world, The handwriting of Nafull livl school banks.
poleon I,, we are assured by recent
historians, had a slmilnr effect upon'
"
"
In
Men
Past Sixty
Danger.
the evolution of the modern world.
enabling act by a large majority and
More than half of mankind over He did not
write; he scrawled. By
sixty years of age suffer from kldne reason of this, amonjr other causes, he
It is now in order to predict great and bladder disorders, usually eninrg- lost Waterloo. Grouchy could not read
This is both with exactness his decisive message.
things of the Territorial Fair to be mpiit of proFtate.hiands.
held in Albuquerque next fall. The painful and dangerous, and Foley's! Was It "baraille engngee" (battle
fact that Hon. Solomon Luna is presi- Kidney Cure should he taken at. the! ou), or "bataillo gagnee" (battle is
dent of the fair is a sufficient gunr- - first, sign of danger, as It, corrects lr- won)
antee that the predictions will be regularities and has cured ma'.y old
Grouchy chose the latter significance
Mr. Itodney Bur- and, not believing it necessary to press
men of this disease
verified." Socorro I'Jileftaln.
"I suf- forward, arrived loo late. So much for
It is. Tho fair will bo a success. nett, Roekport, Mo., writes:
The preliminay work now going on is fered with enlarged prostate gland the curl of a letter, a pen stroke or an
far ahead and tar superior to similar and kidney trouble for years and after illegible swell to an "a."
This question was brought forward
work ever done heretofore by this taking two bottles of Foley's Kidney
time. Mr. Luna is the right man In Cure I feel better than I have for by the writing master of the elder
the right place.
twenty years, although 1 am bow 91 Dumas.
"Remember. Alexandre," the master
year.i old." Ireland's Pharmacy.
said to him, "the great defeat of the
It is becoming very apparent thai
emperor was due only to his scrawling
EXCURSION
strong, sturdy and strenuous work
must be done between now and elec-- ;
RATES EAST band, if you wish to succeed in the
of your heavy and
lion day, November Cth next, If the!
Summer rates have been made by world be careful
So If Napoleon
t
si atehood citizens of the the Santa Fe to points In the stateaof your light strokes."
had known how to write legibly or if
Sunshine Tcrrilory would roll up 'the Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, be
had taken the trouble to do so his
ivonii iairia,j.
largest possible vole and the great- Missouri, NeDrasKa,
would reign today tu
Wis-- ; descendants
South
Dakota, Memphis, T.nn.,
est possible majority for the Hamiland we should nof have bad
France
ton enabling act. Sitting in offices consln and "Wyomln;?.
the republic. It appears historically
These rates tire a little more than established
and talking will not bring about this
today that Dumas' writing
one fare for the round trip. The
result. Effective, energetic and bard
master was right, And on such slight
round trip rate to Chicago he;ng IS.3C,
work are necessary and the sooner
things rests the fate of empires Crl
Kannafl City $3fi.8R, St. I.oula
de Paris,
this is commenced tho bettor for the
Memphis $45.50. Dates of Hle, June
success of the inoveinient.
1st, and 2d, June 9th to lfiih, July 1st
The Oiprer.
j, - ln nfli for reuni na.isage until
Allusion is often made, especially la
The Philippines are suffering the October Slat, for particular call on fashion
Journals, to "osprey" feathers.
annual visit of the Asiatic cholera and
Few words have been more loosely
agPt)ta nf the Santa Fe.
it spares neither Filipino nor Amerl- ii 3 t;ittZ
bandied about than this bird name.
can. Somehow, the New Mexican canAgent, Santa Fo, N. M. The Roman author Pliny's "ossifraga"
not acquire a thorough liking for those
(bone breaker) has been identified with
eastern island possessions, not at
the
lammergeyer, a vulture that is rea
free
to
ask
for
Don'l heaitate
least as long as they harbor cholera,
to break up bones too big for it
puted
and
Stomach
plague and polygamous and pie of Chamberlain's
to devour whole by dropping them
treacherous Moros. Still, the day may Liver Tablets. We are tfad to give from a
height upon rocks. But both
not be far off, when these evils will; them to anyone who is lioubled with
and "osprey," a newer
"ossifrage"
or
be conquered by American methods. biliousness, constipation,
any
came to be applied to quite anform,
been
courage and American wis- order of the stomach. Many have
other bird, the fish hawk, which la
dom.
permanently cured by tholr use. For now the true "osprey." Yet the "ossale by nil druggists.
prey" feathers more properly egret
The value of advertising is again ildo not come
feathers, or aigrettes
The New Mexican Printing Company from this bird, but from the egret, or
lustrated by the sudden popularity of
William Jennings Bryan. He under- is prepared lo fill promptly and satis- lesser white heron.
took a foreign (Tip for the plain pur- factorily all orders for engraved visitHit Sea Otter.
pose of advertising himself and before ing cards, marriage announcements,
The sea olter combines the habits of
going made arrangements with a news- Invitations and all work of that kind.
Prices as low ns compatible with good a seal with the intelligence and amuspaper syndicate to publish his letters
at, tho Now Mexican Office
ing character of the otter. When met
from foreign ports. Surely nobody work. Call
tn the Southwest.
In herds far out at sea, which is but
succeeds like the man who advertises.
seldom now, they are commonly seen
Stimulation Without Irritation,
swimming on their backs. They even
The Las Ugas Optic is of the opln-- j
TmU ,
tne watchword. That is eat their food lying in this position on
ion lluu the cl.y council of the Mm-- !
B
what 0rln0 Laxfltive
ioes the water and nurse their young ones
daw City should act carefully and cleanses
an4 stimulates the bowls on their chests between their paws, exslowly in tho .matter of granting a new without irritation in any form,
actly as a south sea island mother
franchise to a telephone company
swims with her baby in the water.
which has applied for it. The Optic
When swimming in this attitude they
Was
Poor Health for Years.
is right. Municipal franchises In 'New
Ira W. Kelley, of Mansfield, Pa., even shade their eyes with their paws
Mexico towns and cities are becom-- j writes: "I was in poor health for two when the sun dazzles them.
and should nof, be given years, suffering from kidney ant
ing valua-MOne of Hla Inferior.
for a mess of pottngo,
der trouble,. and spent considerable
"He says he always tries to be polite
money consulting physicians without
to his Inferiors and
Hey, where arc
The officials of the renowned Re- obtaining any marked benefit, but was you going?"
cured
I
and
Foley's Kidney Cure,
public of Columbia, in South Ameri- desire by
"Going fo fiud him and give bini a
to add my testimony that it
ca, are talking .of building a canal of
licking."
their own from the Atlantic to the may be the cause of restoring the
"What for?"
Pacific. It this happens, Senator Mor- health of others." Refuse substitutes
"I met him this morning, and he was
Ireland's
Pharmacy,
gan will have the chance of his lire.
as polite as a dancing master." HousHe can then justly and truthfully say,
ton Post.
"I told you so." As to this really hap- LOW RATES TO
SANTA FE, N. M.,
The Other War.
pening, why, that is another story.
Via the Santa Fe Railway.
The teacher bad been talking about
From Denver, Colorado Springs and
'
Pueblo the Santa Fe will sell tickets a hen slttiug on eggs, says Eugiifh
,
Country Life, and, with the incubator
Point fecn?,anv
V!!d fXi"1 one fare for ln
In mind, asked if eggs could be batch,
0 sale .Tlme
2fi
his fall and preparations for it in
ed In any other way.
20, 21, 22, 27 3l'. AugU8t
H
the Meadow City have already com-l2- 1
'"Tes, sir," said an experienced per2;, 24 ,s.
gopt,,.,. 10 25 27 son
of nine. "Put 'em under a thick."
menced
Santa Fe should bestir It;j28; 29'.
j
lg
self to do
in the line
frora date of Ea,
ra.
Fo.
seething
partlcuars
Tbe Remedy.
the
Fair ln!qil,w of fnv
Pe.
You
"You're not in love, Robbie.
this city. If not, why not?
H S LUTZ
only think you are."
N.
M.
Santa Fe,
"Well, how tbe dickens am I to find
More British soldiers are needed In
out my mistake If I am mistaken?"
Egypt to uphold John Bull's authority
"Oh, marry the woman by all means,"
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
and to keep the vice regal govern-Home Notes.
, To Coloradq,--Vl- a
the Santa Fe.
ment in power. This will mean
;
June
'lo
1st
the
r,0lh
September
A Distinction.
creased taxation in the British Isles
Sanla Fe will sell Hckela to Denver
Mistress Have you had any experiThere are instances when British col- and return
the rate of $22.50; Colo- ence with children?
at
Bridget Nope,
onization schemes do not. 'pay and rado
Springs, $10.55; Pueblo, $17.65. but they have had some wld me.
Egypt seems to be one in point.
Tickets on sale dally and are good for
return passage until October 31st.
II. S. LUTZ, Agent,
The difference between tho jungly
Fiction.
"What are you writing about,
Santa Fe, N. M.
tales writen by Rudyard Kipling and
the one recently brought forth by Up
"A story. I'm going in for fiction."
ton Sinclair Is simple. Kipling's JunTO CLOUDCROFT.
"Really? For a magazine?"
gle tales are interesting and pleasant. A Summer Resort In Our Own Terrl.
"No; for my tailor. He wants his
The other is interesting, but unpleastory.
ant and nasty.
Commencing Juno 1st, good for re- money, and I'm telling him I'll send
turn September 2!Mh, lfl06, the Santa hint a check next week."
The record made by Delegate W. Fe Central Railway, in connection
Tho Man I'nder the Bed.
H. Andrews as the representative of with the E. P. & S. W. Railway will
Mrs. Timld-D- ld
you ever find a man
the people of New Mexico in the first sell round trip tickets at the low rate
nnder the bed? Mrs. Bluff Yes; the
session of the 59th Congress is
of $14X5. For advertising matter deHe has proven himself the scriptive of Cloudcroft, call on or ad- night we thought there were burglars
In the house. I found my husband
right man In the right place, Who Is dress S. B. Grlmshaw, Genera) Pas- ttere. '
there to say him "nay?"
senger Agent,
-
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IT'S"

HOTEL
American and European Flan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. .Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

Coi'onado Hotel
Tho Best f0c Kooras in tlio Southwest.
Ileal aurniit in Connection.
Short Orders Scrvfd Night and Day.
Hogiilar Mcalr., 2'c. -Serves First Class Spanish Dishes.
Everything in Season.
Son lb Sifto Plaza.
228 San Francisco St.

nro-join-

G.

LUPE HERRER
SANTA

SAJttTA

Ji

A, Proprietor.
NEW, MEXICO.

FESAJilTApP

Modern Scientific Methods for Trmitracnt of Disease.
TENT COTTAGES

FOR

THE

CURE

OF TUBERCULOSIS

PerOlel. and trenliuniil lis approved I))' leading medical aiuhoiilien.
sonal study and atli'iition gi von each east. Soparate hospital for fever
and othnr patients.. For further particulars address,
DR. J. II. SI.OAN, Medical Director, SANTA FE, N. M.

t

Fresh Fruits In Season.

Fresh Flowers All the Tltfie.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden.
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations.
Floral Designs. .Telephone No. 12. P. O. Box 457.

bind-awa-

OUDflOW

& MOflTEfUE

Undertakers and

Eabalmers
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

n u

Dtdfow'i Office Building.

Day TcIepoM 35.
1m. nft. JsAummiM. Tl

14a

'

THE
ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

--

In--

Haw-ley?-

first-clas-

Automobile
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

"

The short line between Santa P.,
Albuquerque and all points of Central
and Western New Mexico and Roswell
wd the Pecos Valley, saving passengers and nulls at least 24 hours 'In
time in making theso points; also connecting at Torrance with the Knelt Island 85'stwn for all points east ami

wst

J. W.

'.,...

Leave Torrance for Roswell daily at
arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 p. m arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
ni. This is the schedule time allowed
for carry Ing. the moil, but under favorable conditions, the trip la made In
about halt the time. CI rips and hand
sachols carried, hut cannot handle
trunks at present.
4 a. m.,

STOCKARD, Manager, PosweU, New

RTextc
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POLITICAL POINTERS.

JATI0JAL BAl

TI(E FIRST

OP SANTA
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Th oldest banking Institution In Nsw Mexico. Establish
In lira
RUFU3 J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Csthlsr.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice Pretldent.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Aiiletant Cashier,
Capital

Surplus and Undivided Profits

110,001.

U,M,

Traneaota a general banking buelness In all Its branches.
Loana
money on the moit favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral aecurlty. Buys and eelle bonda and etocke In all markete for
Its eustomere. Buys and sells domeetlo and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphlo transfers ofmonoy to all parte of the civilized
world on aa liberal terms as art given by any
agency, public or private. Intereet e1 lowed on time depoelta at the
rate of threa per cent per annum, on a six month'- - or year'a term.
Liberal advancee made on consignments of live stock and products.
The bank axecutei all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
alms to ex,tend to them ae liberal treatment In all reepecte, ae la consistent with safety and the principles of eound banking. Safety Deposit boxee for rei.t. The patronage of the publlo la respectfully solicited.

$

-

$

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
KOSWKUL, MtMV MKXH'O,

SCHOOL OF NEW MKXICO

THE MILITARY

sMaaiiaaatsBaaBaoBM

Established rind Supported by the Territory.
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTOR!, nil RnUuaiei of HtumHrd Ksntrit
Now ImlklliiKVftH fiirnhhliiKS and flfiulpninnti modern and combiUhs, waUr work, nil nrinvenliwu.
plete; nt,B.i!ivlu'dtfl, rilni'ti'le-lljlitiM- l,
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY,
pr iwulmi. .sewlnri In
taree tortus of thirteen weeks each.
ROSWELL Is a noted health rosort, 3,700 feet above tea level;
Stinshlno
Hnptmnher to .Tune.
Cnliefrns.

tm

REGENTS

fafia,

Nathan

W. .

Road,

Flnlay and E. A. Cahoon
For particulars addresi

W.

M.

W

Atkinson,

COL. J. W. WILLSON,

A.

Supt.

0J0 CALIEJ4TE l(0T SPRINGS.
tusse waters has been thoroughly tested by tha miraculous cures attested to

These Celebiated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
miles west
211ft Dwellers, twenty-fivof Taos, and fifty tulles north ot Santa
Fe, an about twelve miles from
Station on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the springs,
fne temperature of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 eet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. The:e Is now a commodious
hotel for ths convenience of Invalids
and tourists, These waters contala
1.C8S.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs In tu world. Tuo efficacy of

In

the following diseases:

Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malurla, Brlght's Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $U
per week; J 50 per month. Stage meets
Denvbr fains and waits for Santa Fe
tralu upo request. Thla recort la attractive at all seasons and Is open all
winter. Passengers for OJo Callente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m and
reach OJo Callente at t .. m. the same
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to OJo Callente, $7.40 For further
particulars, address

Bar-anc- a

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
OJo

Proprietor.
N. M.

Caliente. Taos County,

A. P SpiegQlbQpg.
ttraa.
stf Baa Fraaeieco

lBffiaq
flanketa,
OUR

leiln

am
aakuta,

Wax,

Rag,

Wares ans Carlos
FsaUhr and Lint

Ormm Wrtk,

Opals, TttrqaalMtv Garnets and Other ftemsv.
MOTTO: Te Have to Beat af KverytMt ha On

H. C.

Yontz

MANUFACTURER OF

DEALER IN
Watches, Clock. Jewelry

exican Filigree

JEWRLIO

and Hani Painted China.

Repair nf Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs
dian Goods. Flllgroe at Wholesale and Retail.
Wet Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

and In-

i0p

"tS

SubJecU of in
People.

Yes, Andrews Had a Great Deal To Do
With Both Propositions.
Tho Record now understands it all.

According to the Santa Fe New Mexican it was Delegate Andrews Who secured the passage of the Joint statehood bill, and incidentally he remedied the land lease muddle in New
Mexico.
Of course he had some help
from Congress and the President.
Roswell Record.
Look Matter in the Face.
down as a fact that from
now henceforth the cause of statehood Is going to move forth with mark,
ed rapidity. People are going to look

Satisfactory Appointment.
The vacancy in the probate judgo
ship of Eddy County caused by .the
death ot Judge Annanias Green, has
been filled by tho appointment of William C. Reiff, the appointment being
made by Governor Hagermnn tho latter part of last week, The appointment Is a very satisfactory one and
1,3 meeting with general
approval. Mr.
Reiff Is the regular nominee on tho
Republican licket, and it is therefore
likely that his tenure of office will
continue beyond his appointive term.
Ho has been a resident of Eddy County for a number of years, Is well
known to the people, and his compe
toncy for the office which he now fills
is unquestioned. Carlsbad Argus.
Wiley's Appointment a Pleasant Surprise.
The appointment last week of John
M. Wiley as postmaster for the town
of silver City came altogether in the
nature of a surprise.
At the same
time it. was a pleasant surprise, as
Mr. Wiley is thoroughly qualified to
fill the duties of the office and will
undoubtedly make a competent and
The Indeaccommodating official.
pendent has one suggestion to offer In
the premises which it hopes will be
adopted. T!he town Is deserving of
a better looking and more modern
equipment for the postofflce than the
one now in use and we trust that as
soon as he can the new postmaster
will provide such Improvement. Silver City Independent.
Boquet for Andrews.
Delegate Andrews of New Mexico
has shown his efficiency In the great
success he has achieved in congressional enactments for New Mexico, as
well ns for many of her Individual

citizens. Several of the acts paRsed
will prove of great value to the Terr!
tory. The fact Is New Mexico and'
Oklahoma have always, secured much
more congressional aid through their
delegates than Arizona. This comes
from the character of men they send
to represent them. Arizona lias not a
single public building. In fact It is the
only territory that has not. Who is
to blame?. Why should Arizona be
thus singled out as the only territory
to be denied federal appropriations
for a public building of any kind';
Our delegates appear to have been
very unfortunate in tailing to secure
Arizona that recognition to which
she has always been entitled In congress. There must be a reason for all
this. Will some one plase tell?
(Tucson) Arizona Star.
"Bull Andrews" Is All Right.
There was a cry hereabout once
a time "Dehorn Bull Anupon
drews." We can refer to the date of
the "cry" whenever we have occasion
lo do so.

was

P. F. HANLEY.
DEALER

IN-F-

INE

WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.

Imported and Native Wines for Family Use.

Crow, McBrayer
OUR SPECIALTIES-O- ld
Gttck nhelmer Rye, Taylor and Paxton, Old
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET, SANTA

FE

EL PASO,

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SMALL INVESTORS,
to handle

AND THE WEST.
Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago

THE GATEWAY

Willatd Town and Impfovenjcnt Company.

AND THE NORTH AND EAST

Most Conveniently Reached
via TORRANCE and

EI Paso & Southwestern
Connecting Closely With the Famous
"Golden

State Limited"

Vestibulod, Electric Lighted Train
RUNNING THROUGH WITHOUT CHANGE BETWEEN
A Wldo

Los Angeles, St. Louis and Chicago.
Also Another Fast

Thro' Train

Dally.

Folders, rates, schedules and other information regarding
trip cheerfully furnished
J.

on

application to
"

A. TTILBF.BRANT,
"

Agent,
Torrance, N.

M,

(vn

cious newspapers from our exchange
list Life is too short to excuse the
giving of any time or attention to
the man or the newspaper who is
eternally complaining, finding fault,
tearing down and destroying when
there Is so much scope for the work
of building uip. There Is much more
good In the world then evdl. As we
said a day or two ago, there are ten
more men you can trust for every
rascal. Our politics, our business life,
our corporations, our, Individual character are not one tithe as bad, as your
constant fault finder and vllllfler
would have you believe.
, There are still two or three of these
nasty, whining, snarling,
sheets that come to our table and we
are going to get rid of them. We
have no use for the newspaper that
has such darkened visage and misan
thropic spirit that it Bees everything
fault-findin-

V, R.

STILES,

General Passenger Agent,

El Paso, Tex

tpT6

JOHN BECKER, Pns. and iUn. Mgr.
LOUI8 C.
WM. It. BICRGEil, Seerotary.
Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancla, New Mexico.
Carl A. Dalles, Manager of The John Beckor Co. Store at WMrd, haa charge of tha aala ol lota in tha absence ol Mr.

coroett.

FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
AT DENVER. Modest Claims Often Carry the Most FINE
In midnight hues. Still less use have ELKS' CONVENTION
One of the beat fruit ranches in
Conviction.
Amusement Program.
we for the newspaper that happening
about twenWhen Maxim, the famous gun In- northern Santa Fe County,
to belong to one cult, or political party
July 16th, Wrlld West Show.
is for sale,
Con- ventor, placed his gun befon a com- ty miles from this city,
Band
Elltch
Gardens,
17th,
July
who
or religious sect, finds everyone
a bargain. For particulars apply to
cert at City Pari:, Automobile rides mittee of judges, he stated its car- at
Santa Fe,
Max. Frost, Box No. C.-happens to think a little differently a
what
below
much
be
to
about the city.
rying power
Mexico.
New
hopeless scoundrel. The newspaper or
accomwould
ot
sure
the
gun
Monster Band Parade
he felt
the man that, cannot and will not allJuly 18th,in attendance. Band conThe result of the trial was
bands
plish.
commend the good and condemn the
therefore a great surprise, instead of
test at Manhattan Beach.
evil, whenever he may find It, in his
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
19th, Elks parade and Fire- disappointment. It is the same with
July
own party or out of it, is lacking In works at
the manufacturers of Chamberlain's
City Park.
a quality of prime Importance. Uis
July 20th, Excursions to all Moun- Chollc, Cholera and Diarrhoea RemATTORN EY3 AT-LAVegas Optic,
tain Towns and Resorts.
edy. They do not publicly boast of
a 4
Electrical display nightly, the finest all this remedy will accomplish, but
Amenities Between Democratic Edit- ever given In America.
MAX. FROST.
prefer to let the users make the stateors.
In addition to above, entertainments ments. What they do claim, is that
Attorney at law.
The erudilln editor of (lie Suu will of various kinds dally and nightly to it will positively cure diarrhoea, dys- Sine fa
N3W Mszlco
kindly Inform the Current what
which invitations will be necessary. entery, pain in the stomach and bowexists between that
RICHARD II. HANNA.
Excursion train carrying Santa, Fe els and has never been known to fall
"western Journalism" and any other Lodgo will leave via D. & It. O. R'y For suile by all druggists.
Attorneys at Law.
brand of the profession! Tho kind of Sunday, July 15th, at i I a. m. Fare
Phone 66.
Office, Grlffln Bik.
Journalism this paper has been train- going July 13, 14, 15 and 1(1. ReturnThe New Mexican Bindnry Is turned in, and the only kind It knows ing,
Q. W. PRICHARD,
any date prior to August 20. ing out some of the most artistic
anything about or desires to practice Sleeping car reservations can be se- binding in the Southwest. It is the
and Counselor at Law.
Attorney
is honest, clean, truthful Journalism,! cured on
Practices in all the District Courts
application to any D. & R. G. most completely equipped bindery in
the kind that knows its position, and' agent.
the Rooky Mountain States rMith of and gives special attention to cases
"knowing, dare maintain" e'en though
Denver.
before the Territorial Supreme Court,
all the blatherskites in the country! If your Stomach is Weak,
Office, Capitol Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
Pel
Its
at
The
Santa
heels.
yelped
If your Food distresses you,
Old
Sores.
Chronic
discovNew Mexican claims to have
If you are Weak and Nervous,
BENJAMIN M. READ,
As a
for old chronic sores
ered a peculiar breed known as "yelone there is dressing so
Use Dr. Shoop's Restorative
Attorney at law.
nothing
good as Chamberlow dog" papers., This, In connection
month and see what it, does for you, lain's Salve, While It Is not advisNew Mexico,
Santa Fe,
with the Sun's comment last week Sold by Fischer
Drug Co.
Palace Are.
able to heal old sores entirely! they Office, Sena Bit
constrains ns to the Idea that there
should be kept In a good condition,
must be another breed, which, possi- CITY OF MEXICO VIA SANTA
FE, for which this salve Is
especially valbly the editor from Nebraska, whose
CHAS. A. LAW,
$43.65.
uable. For sore nipples .Chamberfeet have become dealkalized, will
Attorney-at-Law- .
classify as "slinking coyotes." At
any rate, we shall not make any attempt to gain the association of such
Journalistic specimens. In conclusion
we beg leave to inform the Sun that
It has not yet learned all there is in
"journalism," for it continues to make
use of the first person and the direct
personal pronoun in its editorial utterances; and that is a style long
since relegated to the woodshed of the
backwoods Arkansas newspaper shop,
as the Sun would have known If It
had not been so busy trying to teach
other papers how they sho.itd be run.
Carlsbad Current.
Lips, Like Velvet. Rough,
or Cracked Lips, can he made
as soft ns velvet by applying a light
coating of Dr. Shoop's Green Salve.
It takes out completely the soreness
of cuts, bruises, and all skin abrasions. Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
Pink

Chapped

HOTELJBBIttLS.
Palace......
J. W. Cofran, Chicago; C. C,
Dabhut, Texas; I. H. Cobb, Pueblo; C. A. Rucker, Atlanta, Georgia.
Claire. .1.
Nestor
M. Nash, Albuquerque;
Ortiz, Los Angeles; B. C. Hernandez,
Tierra Amarllla; II. Burkholder, Wichita; R. H. Harper, Dr. S. N. Noble, C.
W. Govenius, Caldwell, Kansas; A. L.
RoMilns, Augusta, Kansas; J. C. Maxwell, Artesla; Charles A. Wilson, J. K.
Harvey, Augusta; A. H. Bromelslck,
Mcintosh; F. M. Palmer, Denver; S.
S. Batlin, San Mateo; F. E. Brigham,
Janesvllle, Wisconsin; S. Mordgren,
Chicago; Eugenie Romero, Las Vegas.
Normandle.
Frank Casper, Samuel Morrison, Los
Angeles; Edgar Anderson, Bonanza;
Mrs. C. Constubble and son, Wichita;
John Wilson, Kstancia: Tito Ortiz,
Arthur Mills, Esttancia.
Coronado.
C. IfuMer, Cheyenne, Wyoming; J.
.1. Wooten, Denver.
His-coc-

We don't hear it now, and he hasn't
been dehorned either. Not one of the
malicious charges made against him
have been proved, nor have they
seemed, at this distance, to disturb
his serenity. He has the best interIf you want nnything on earth try
ests of New Mexico and the great
Southwest at heart, and every week a New Mexican "ad."
introduces a bill in Congress intenSed
to benefit a portion of the people of
the Territory. One day he introduces
private pension bills and sees them
safely through the mill. On" June 9,
he "spread himself" in the introduction of an amendment to the payment
at pensions to officers and men of In
dian wars and their widows, between
the years of '49 and '84.
His last bill provides for the payment by the United States of certain
?
railroad-aibonds issued by the counties of Grant and Santa Fe. If he
succeeds in lifting this burden from
the taxpayers in the counties above
mentioned, from these portions of
With a frontage ot over I70C feet on llie
New Mexico will never again be heard
half way between the great Bridges which
River,
the cry "make ft muley of him."
Join New York and Brooklyn, the Arbuckles'
Demlng Graphic.
No Use for Malicious Newspapers.
Some time ago we dropped several
narrow, prejudiced bilious and mali-

at

a depth of 35
Which has all the things necessary for the building of a good, substantial town, Including water ol good quality, abundant lu quantity at
nne an au
feet below tho surface, located in and tributary to the finest section of grazing country in tho Southwest with agriculture in its infancy; as
B.
Una to tM
around climate as there is In the world, with a pushing, onergetlo class of citizens and two railroads, one the new A., T. &
U owned by
Parlfie, Wlllard has made a most phenomenal growth and the price of lots will soon advance. Better come now, Tho townslte

One fare for the round trip, dates lain's Salve has no

Just like Santa Fe all the way.

Call on any agent for information.
II. 8. LTJTZ,
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.

During the summer kidney Irregularities are often caused by excessive
drinking or being overheated. Attend
to the kidneys at once by using Foley's
Kidney Cure. Ireland's Pharmacy.

protection, to insure their actually receiving what
lheyaidfor, both in quality and in weight.
The tales of ARIOSA demonstrate llie

s

A

Candy Bowel Laxative.

WILLIAM

Lax-ets-

....

a

a

Il

ia

District
Practices in the District Court an I
tha Supreme Court ot the Territory;
also before tha United States Supreme
Court in Washington.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
OSTEOPATHY.
y

m

MVAMU

!

IBM

FH

Di

niUMV

LfYv'l

OR. CHARLES A. WHEEL ON,

Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Ave.

Successfully treats acuta and
without drugs or medicines.
No charge for Consultation.
Phone 1SS.
Hours:
p. m.
m.,
chronic-disease-

The teat of superiority has taught the careful
mother that buying ARIOSA Coffee not only
means money saved but that she it actually
supplying the best coffee for the coffee drinkers

Buy a package, take it home and grind it as
you want to use it. That it the way to get the
Coffee deteriorates after being
best results.
ground or exposed to the air, two reasons why
you should refuse to take loose "scoop" coffee

and there are others of importance. Warming
ARIOSA slightly makes the grinding easy.

ommon sense and appreciation of the American
people, and ARIOSA has contributed lo llicir
development and prosperity by giving them their

your grocer tells you he has no Arbuckles'
ARIOSA, send to us direct. For $1.80 we
will send 10 lbs. in a wood box, transportation

money's worth of coffee that increased l!ir,!r
tliem
power and ambition to work and placed
foremost among the world's greatest nation;,
iThis is the same old ARIOSA and the ;,irio

Price of coffee
paid to your freight station,
fluctuates and cannot be guaranteed for any

old firm that introduced it 37 years ago,

N. 8. Rose.
George Spence.
6PENCE A R03E.
Attorneys.
Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
Specialities, Notary in Office.
Estancla.
New Mexico,

H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at law.
Lai Graces, New Mexico.
If you have Constipation,
District Attorney for Dona Ana,
If you have a coated tongue,
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra CounREMEMBER!
If you are dizzy, bilious, sallow,
That the Bon Ton Is the only eating ties, Third Judicial District.
If you have headaches, Sour Stom- house in the
city of Santa Fe that
.
achs, etc., risk 5 cents on
at
A. W. POLLARD,
open
night. The doors are
keeps
Sea for yourself. Sold by Fischer never closed and
you can get someAttorney at law.
Drug Co.
District Attorney, Luna County.
thing to eat at any hour of the day or
night.
Now Mexico.
Demlng
Legal blanks ol every description,
A GOOD SQUARE MEAL.
and conforming to the laws of New
H.
Boaham.
Wade.
Makes a man foel at peace with the J.
Mexico, are on hand and for aalo by
ON HAM & WADE,
'he New Mexican Printing Company. whole world. You can get it at the
Attorneys at Livv.
rioa Ton Holt-- and Lunch Counter.
Practice In the Supreme and DisWar Against Consumption.
E. No. 95367
trict CourU of tie Territory, In the
All nations are endeavoring '.o check .. NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Probate Courts and before tha TJ. B,
tho
ravages of consumption, the DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
Surveyor. Generals and U. 8. Land
"white plague" that claims so many
Land Office at Santa FS; N. M.
Offioers.
Graces, N. M.
victims each year. Foley's Honey and
1906.
July 6,
Tar cures coughs and colds perfectly
Notice Is hereby given that the folE. C. ABBOTT,
and you are in no danger of consumpfiled notice
Attorney at law.
tion. Do not. risk your health by tak- lowing named settler has
Practices In tha District end Suof his Intention to make final proof
ing some unknown preparation when
said preme Courts. Prompt and careful atFoley's Honey and Tar Is safe and In support of his claim, and that
certain in results. The genuine Is In proof will be made before the regis- tention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
a yellow package. Ireland's Phar-nnr- ter or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
of
Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Bau
Gutierviz:
190G,
17,
Rafuglo
August
rez, for the S 2, NW 4, N 2, SW 4, Juan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Sec. 17, T 1 5N ,R 11 E.
Wo print the latest and best news
A. B. RENEHAN,
He names the following witnesses
The New Mexican.
In the Supreme and Disto prove his continuous residence upPractices
Saved His Co nrailc's Life.
trict Courts; Mlnning and Land Law
"While returning from the Grand on and cultivation of said land, viz:
Sena Blag,
Juan Gonzales y Roibal of Glorieta, a Specialty. Rooms
at Washington
Army Encampment
Palace Ave., Santa Fa, N. M.
N. M.
was
from
a
comrade
Elgin, III.,
City,
Albino Ensinas of Glorieta, N. M.
taken with cholera morbus and was
CHA8. F. EASLEY,
Atanacio Rlbera of Glorieta, N. M.
In a critical condition," says Mr. J.
(Lata Surveyor General)
Manuel Sandoval of Santa Fe, N. M.
E. lloughland, of Eldon, Iowa. "I
Attorney at law.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
gave him Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
Santa
New Mexico.
Fa
and Diarrhoea Remedy and believe
Register.
Land and Mining Business a Speciality.
saved his life. I have been engaged
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
for ten years in immigration work
EMMETT PATTON,
You can get some bargains In the
and conducted many parties to the
and Counselor at Law.
Attorney
I
south and west.
always carry this real estate lino right now by calling
Box 96, Roswell, New Mexico.
remedy and have used it successfully on tho reliable real estate dealers, Office over Citizen's National Bank.
on many occasions." Sold by all drug- Hughes & Delgado. Office west aide
ot Plaza.
gists.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney at law.
District Attorney for Second JudlcJa!
Lax-et-

establishment it one of the show sights of New
York. In million! of homes in every section of of her family.
By the original " Mother't" process patented
ihii counlry Arbuckles' ARIOSA Coffee is the
of the coffee are hermetionly coffee used, almost the only drink except by this firm, the pores
" Atbuckle" cally sealed after roasting wiih a coating of fresh
of
the
name
water; consequently
hat been most familiar to the people during the eggs and granulated sugar which holds the
d
last 37 years, there being no oilier
"goodness in," and preserves for you intact
article to widely distributed or in such universal Wherever you may be, the delightful aroma and
demand. From a small beginning the sales have flavor due to out skilled blending and roasting
sales of every which are not lp be compared with crude and
grown to exceed the combined
primitive methods on a smaller scale.
other packaged coffee in the United States
and why ? Because Arbuckles have given the
people the greatest coffee value for their money
all of the time, and have told their ARIOSA
Coffee in sealed packages for the consumers'

For sale U. S. Land Office Practice, a
Specialty,
New Mexico.
Clayton,

superior.
of sale April 25th to May 5th, return
by all druggists.
limit July 81st.
Also on June 25th to July 7th, reIf you cannot afford to pay for a
turn limit September 15th. Also Sepdally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
tember Bd to 14th inclusive, return New Mexican Review and
get the
limit October 31st. I iberal atop overs cream of the week's
doings. It is a
allowed.
good paper to send to your friends.

d

California, fjexico

wltt

propcaiUcfc Uka this, and tn ffi4u
There la no surer or safer investment than good inside City Propery, but It takes money
w vmvo u
small capital is barred. Growing new towns, with conditions favorable to permanency afford an opportunity io we aman
where his money will earn a handsome profit, equal In proportion to that ot his mora fortunate orotner wun larger meatus. nu mum o

Put it

the matter squarely in the face, aa
they must now certainly understand
(hat President Roosevelt could have
no other than the best interests of
these territories at heart when he de
clared that if Arizona did not accept
the merger proposition, that it would!
be many years beforo we could have
another opportunity of coming to
statehood In any form. The real ques
tion is will Arizonans prefer to remain
under territorial government perpet-- j
ually or accept the tendor made by
Congress. Arizona Star.

paue THHte

If

The coffee Will be sent in the original
wrappers bearing the signature of Atbuckle Bros.,
which entitles you to presents, New Book with

period.

colored picture.) of 97 presents will be tent free
if you write for it.
4.000,000 present! given
away in 12 months.
Address our nearest Office Box Dept.,

MINING ENGINEER8.

'

CONY T. BROWN,

ARBUCKLE BROTHERS,
71

Wain Street. New York City.

100 Michigan
Liberly-

Avenue.

Chicaso,

ill.

Ave. ard Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

421 South Seventh Street, Si. Louis. Mo.

5

2

Mining Englnesr.
8eoretsry and Treasurer New Msxloe
tchoel of Mlnss.
New Msxloo.
Socorro,
CIVIL ENG'Rt

IF

ARBUCKLES

ARIOSA COFFEE'
WE
10

CORBET & 8MYTHE.
Mining and Hydraulic
Engineers,
Assaying and. General Contracting.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Hast side Plaza
Civil,

YOUR GROCER
REFUSES TO SELL

WILL SEND

AND PURVEYORS.

YOU

RALPH A. MARBLE,
Engineer and Surveyor.
United States Deputy.
New Meiloo,
Estancla,
,

Civil

HIRAM T. BROWN,
CIVIL. ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
IT. 8. Mineral Surreyor
Bents re,
New Mexico,

s

pace;

SANTA

four.

HANAN SHOES HEADERS
We're After You, Sir

1

!

PARTICULAR

of

tin1

ho wants the

BEST
that i'uu In prodiiriiit
Yes, anil we're going to
pet it, too.
'"Slim;-dom.-

Whv, with our lianrlaome styli-HANAN SHOKS In
f
Calf skin, Patent Meal Klfl ami
Viol Leather; I.nee or I'.hieher
cuts, in all Mm latent, lasts anil
faultlessly
patterns.
s

,

High-out-

A

imsrican

tlentleiuan

SeligmanBros. CoGoods

carry the largest stock
have the most varied

assortment

show the latest styles
sell at lowest prices

e

$6.00 and $7.00.
H

J

lead, others follow

mude shoo, that, would onst more
money at most "tores, per pair:

another line which comes cheaper
,
Own Make
prices Oxford and

'

maintain the quality

hlgh-grad-

Wb also have

7, 1906.

Mrs. Solomon Luna of Los Lunas Green Gold and Silver Company operhas gone to Long Beach, California, ating near Guanopito in the State of
SOCIAL AHD PSRSOIW
where she will remain during the heat- Chihuahua, Mexico, The company has
several abandoned mining
ed term,
in that district which were
W. Voater, clerk at the U. properties
Thomas
M. A. Otero and son
S. Indian Training School, and Mrs. worked many years ago by Spanish
'
Established 1856.
wore In Buffalo Tnursday last en route
Incorporated 1903.
Mexican owners. There is': a
12. Voater, have left for Iowa and
to Santa Fo. They will likely reach Margaret
100 miners employed
force
of
about
to spend their vacation.
here during the coming week.
and the company expects to put on
Miss Anna Gardner teacher at the a
Miss Smith, of Kankakee, Illinois,
larger force and the necessary maon Johnson United States Indian Training School
Is visit lug Mrs. Hanna
chinery for the successful workings of
Is
with
spending her annual vacation
Street. Miss Smith has been here tor
its claims.
about a month and Is enjoying her relatives at Crlchton, Nebraska.
Territorial Secretary and Mrs. J. W,
emMiss Lillian C. Markley, an
sojourn.
Raynolds entertained nt a Fourth of
at the U. S. Indian Training July party and dinner last WednesMrs. Lewis 11. Chamberlain of Al- ploye
is in Los Angeles, .California, day afternoon and evening. The afterbuquerque, wife of Dr. Chamberlain, School,
noon was spent in a social way and at
has gone to Munice, Indiana, for an where she is spendlns her vacation.
Mrs, W, B. Childers and daughters of 6 o'clock dinner was served. The taextended visit with relatives in the Inwith
decorated
Albuquerque are at the Childers' cot- ble was artistically
diana town.
cut glass and candelabra, and
flags,
on
where
Pecos
the
River,
tage
Upper
Miss Nellis. of Topeka, Kansas, who
Wc
presented a very handsome appearhas been a house guest of Mrs. T. B. they will remain during the heated! ance.
the
the
guests
evening
During
Catron at her residence, No. 210 Grant term.
We
enjoyed a splendid display of fireMr. and Mrs. R. A. Frost, of Allm
Avenue, left yesterday for a sojourn
works. Besides the host and hostess,
at California coast resorts.
querque, have gone to southern Cali- those present were: Governor Hager-man- ,
Mrs. Mark Summers and daughter, fornia to spend a vacation. Mr. Frost
Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds, of Las
We
Martha, and E. C. Burke will leave Is cashier of the First National Bank Vegas; Miss Helen Baum, of Omaha;
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Renehnn, Mark
next Monday for Winsor's ranch on at Belen.
We
Miss Emily Walter, registry clerk B. Thompson, R. C. Gortner and the
the Upper Pecos, where they will reRobert
and
Richard
Masters
James,
at the local postoffice, is spending her
main for a week or two.
We
annual vacation on the Upper Pecos. Raynolds,
Hon. W. E. Martin, the popular and
A. Shanpe, of
She
return
to
will
in
John
Mrs.
her
duties
about
Mr.
and
Wc
efficient clerk of the Third Judicial
two weeks,
Cincinnati, Ohio, have been guests at
District. Court, after n pleasant visit
Assistant Secretary W. V. White the Sanitarium for the week past.
ef several days in Ihht city, will reentertained Territorial Secretary and They are en route from Taos, where
It will pay you to see our stock of Carturn to his home hi Socoiro tomorrow.
Mrs. J. W. Raynolds and family nt dinthey have been for a month, to their
pets and Curtains In fact everything
Delegate W. If. Andrews has spent ner at the Dockweiler Ranch near
In our line and we earnestly request
eastern home. Mr. Sharpe is a painter
the pant week In New York and Phillast Sunday.
to Shop with us.
of great merit and fine reputation. He
you
adelphia on personal business. He ex
Eugenio Romero, Territorial coal oil is especially good In Rocky Mountain
peots to reach New Mexico between inspector and treasurer of San Mi- Indian pictures, Indian heads
the 15th and 20th of the present gUel County, arrived In the city yes- - scenery,
and other western subjects. He made
month.
terday and registered at the Claire,
For Half a Century the Leading Dry Goods House in the City of Santa Fe
in Taos County
many sketches while
.
,
,,,
'c uu um;uii uuniitucs,
i
Doctor and Mrs, J. W. It At or hilvp lc
returned to Albuquerque from their, Mrs. Lacker, of Cleveland, Ohio
4 limh0r nf mint.
,(lw
nM, H
P. 0. Box, 211).
Tbone, No. 36.
wedding tour. They were recently mother of Mrs. Arthur Sellgman,
skebclleB whiclTbe has with
mi
married iu Richmond, Virginia. Mrs rived at noon today and will be a Mm were geen and dmJre(i by many
Elder was Miss Nannie Lay and is a house guest at the Sellgman residence,
interested In art and
ganta Fe
sister of Mrs. W. B. Childers.
Palace Avenue, for the remainder who caledpeo)o
on MPi Rnd Mrs, shnrpe
Mr. and Mr?. F. E. Nudlng are mak- of this summer.
d(,ing the week.
ing preparations for an eastern visit.1
Posey S. Wilson, assistant cashier'
They will leave Monday or Tuesday! of the United States Bank and Trust
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS.
of the coming week and will visit New.
who will have charge of the
at Gnariaiuoe.
Their ab branch of the bank In T.ios, left this
Jersey watering resorts.
Guadalupe Church Tomorrow, Sun- sence will extend over two mionths.
morning lor nis post. or duty.
the first mass will be
dayi juiy
Mrs. W. S. Strlcliler, wife of the at 6:00 a. m the second mass at 9:30
Mrs. W. S. Hopewell and two sons,:
of Albuquerque, will reach this city
of the Bank of Com- a. m.; rosary and benediction of the'
within a few days and will be guests merce, and Mrs. A. A. Keen, wife of Blessed Sacrament at 6:30 p. m.
at the Palace Hotel for several Land Commissioner Keen, both of AlCatholic Cathedral.
weeks, in order to enjoy Santa Fe's buquerque, have gone to the .Temoz
Fifth Sunday after Pentecost, July:
cool and Invigorating summer climate Hot Springs for a month's
sojourn 8, 1906.
there.
during that period.
First mass al, 6 o'clock a. m.
Will only last five or six days more. Let
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Rodgers of Las
Miss Florence Packer and Miss
Second Mass 9; 30, sermon in Eng-- j
us have your order for a crate or more
Shirley Packer, of Boston, who are Vegas, recently married in Kansas lish.
Third mass lu:30 sermon in Spanspending the summer in Santa Fe and City, Missouri, will be "at home" In
for canning and preserving. Prices will
vicinity, will likely leave for the
the Meadow City after September 1st, ish,
:
Benedic-be lowest from June 16th to June 20th.
m.
ley Ranch, on the Pecos, Monday, to next.
and
fi:30
At
p.
Vespers
They ore now on a wedding
spend a week with Mrs. W. A. Lou-- ! tour through Canada and the New tlonden, who went to the Pecos several
Church of the Holy Faith (Episcopal).!
England states.
weeks ago.
Rev. W. R. Dye, in charge.
Miss
Gertrude Serri. stenographer
Mrs. James E. Hurley, wife, of the
Sunday School at 9:45 a. m.
at the United States Indian Training
general manager of the Santa Fe RailMorning Prayer with sermon nt 11
School,
and
Miss
Dorllcka
Crandall
Hilde-cardway system, and daughter,
of
Superintendent and Mrs.l
who spent the last week visit- daughter
at 5
,
Phone 26.
Bvel,nB
r
Clinton J. Crandall have gone to Mln-- i
phone26
ing friends in Albuquerque, Santa Fe
Service Wednesday afterLllan'
a
for
visit
Minnesota,
with
and Las Vegas, have finished their
at 5:130 o'clock,
visit and have returned to their home friends. They will he absent (luring ll00n
All cordially invited.
the present month.
- '
at Topeka.
uuirciv
S.
thol
James
Presbyterian
of
nresident
Duncan,
A.
of
Abbott
Albuquerque,
Judge Ira
First Presbyterian Church: Rev.
and Miss Otero, of this city, are guests Territorial Board of F.quallzation, has
iGoorge F. Sevier, pastnr. Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. Nelll B. Field at their returned to the Meadow City from a school
at 9:45 a. m.
visit to Los Angeles California. Ills
collage on 'the Pecos Forest Reserve.
CUT PRICES. .
at 11. o'clock, subject,
Preaching
Miss Otero expects to return to her daughter, Miss Beulah, and son, Gor- "God's
of Us."
fNced
We
have a quantity of first class
Santa Fe home the latter part of the don, who accompanied him to the!
'
1'iiriallilio, stoves and ranges that w
coast, will remain
for several!
'v. P. S.' C. E. at 6:40 p. iu.
coining week.
are going to close out In the next
weeks'
:
;
Preaching at 7:45, subject, "The
Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds of Las Ve-- i
thirty days at: great bargains. Now is
Mrs. Homer T. Unsell is in Las Ve- Waiting Savior."
the time 'to fit up your houso when
gas, who has visited Territorial Secre-- gas for an extended visit at
tho home! The public is cordially Invited to all
you can get the best goods at tho lowtary J. W. Raynolds and family during of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. T.
of these services.
est irices. We will furnish your
tho week, returned to the Meadow City Rogers
Mrs. Unsel, whose homo is
AH services will he hold at 'Allison!
house from kitchen to garret.
You
Mrs.
Raynolds in Spokane, Washington, attended School as on Inst Sahbath.
Thursday forenoon.
can pay cash and get a discount or
spent the time here very agreeably the wedding of her brother, A. T. Rog8t. John.8 M. E. Church.
wo will give you all the timo you want
and pleasantly.
ers, Jr., and Miss Helen Waldo In
-- t n
ii.on easy payments.
Cull In and see
City, coming to Las Vegas! "A NoWle Languago
The dance given last Tuesday night Kas
our goods.
Expressed."
there, says the Las Vegas Optic,
by the Capital City Club in Adam's!"
Evcnlng serv!ce at 7.M .heme "The
Hall was poorly attended, owing to
Treasurer Frank Ditoert, of the San-- Voice Behind Thee"
D. S. LOWITZKI,
of
a
fact
the
heavy rain that prevailed ta Fe Central Railway. Mrs. A. Dtberti
School 945
Lower San Francisco St., 8anta F,
Sunday
that evening. However, the two do and the Misses Anita and Stella Ber-rjnwortli' Leaeue Vi-en couples who had the hardihood to!
.
iff
An-'C,L
'"
'or
meatier, auks carrie u. Bnsiev.
"u"
brave the inclement weather condl
telope Springs ranch In the Estancia
rubllc cordially invited.
Hons spent an enjoyable evening.
Valley for a week's sojourn. Mrs.
Mrs. Joshua S. Raynolds, of Las Dlbert and the Misses Heloise and
RESTHUBBHT
Vegas, and sons, Herbert F. Raynolds,
Dlbert have been at the ranch TIE
of Albuquerque, and John M. Ray-- i for some weeks.
SUNDAY DINNER.
nolds, of F.l Paso, have gone to Bos-- !
MENU.
Judge E. A. Mann, of Alamr;ordo,
Surely Bonds. Burglary Insurance. Invcslment Business.
ton, Massachusetts, where they will was the
host at a picnic given at the
be several weeks on a visit to Mrs.
GRIFFIN BLOCK, SANTA FE, N. H. .
old Bishop's Ranch last Sunday. The
Soup.
Dndlev S. Dean, daughter of Mrs. Ray-- j
Dill Pickles
left
here
party
early
Sunday
morning
nnlrts, and sister of the Messrs. Ra'y-- i and
Chicken a la Royale
arriving nt the ranch selected a
nolds.
shndy spot on the bank of the cVeek
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Ireland are pre-- j which flows- ihrnmrh
nio
tho
Meats.
v
jiuuv. n. HUT
paring to leave this city this fall for picnic dinner was served and a pleas Roast Beef, K. C. Prime Rib Juice
Seattle, Washington, where they ex- ant afternoon spent, the historic spot
Chicken, with Sage Dressing
pect to become permanent residents offering many attractions for
iTheir house on Hillside Avenue has
Vegetables.
Sweet Peas
R. C. Gortner entertained a party of Mashed Potatoes
been sold to James L. Sellgman, who
Stewed Tomatoes
will occupy it with 'his family as a mends at his apartments in the Cat306 to 308 San Francisco Street.
home as soon as vacated hy its pres- ron Block Thursday night, A Spanish
Desert.
ent occupants, which it is expected supper was served, afterwhich an enCurrant and Apple Pie
joyable evening was spent with cards
will 'be about August 1st,
Wc
in
Chocolate Ice Cream
and music. Those who received inviC. T. Brown, the Socorro mining exWatermelon
tations were: Governor' Hagerman,
LEAD
pert and engineer, who spent the past Secretary and Mrs. J. W.
Tea
Coffee
Raynolds,
three weeks In Chihuahua, Mexico, on
Iced Tea
Surveyor General and Mrs. Morgan O.
Important mining business for oast--i Llewellyn, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Rene-han- ,
July 8, 1906.
TEDDY
em capitalists, returned to his New
Miss Baum, Mrs. Thorne, of
.Mexico home this morning, glf d to Falrfifield, Iowa; Mark B.
in
Thompson
be ihome again. Chihuahua
in the and Charles C. Catron.
UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING.
month of June, even In its mountainMr. and Mrs. A. B. Renehan enter
Charles Wanner, Llcemed Embalnier.
ous regions, is not as pleasant a sum tained at a country, dinner at the "Wil- Arrived Too Late for Regular Want:
lows" last Tuesday evening, In honor
mer resort as It might he.
Column.
Miss Mary Morrison and Miss Nel- of Liss Helen Baum, of Omaha. After
WANTE- D- A steaiv man for stable
lie Doyle, of Milwaukee, informally a splendid,
country dinentertained friends at the Morrison ner, the evening was spent at cards. and chores, Inquire Clerk's desk at.
home on Palace Avenue Wednesday Musical selections were rendered and Court House.
features introduced
evening. The affair came about as other pleasant
the result of a proposed picnic which The list of guests was as follows:
The New Mexican Printing
Com
was delayed by the heavy rain on the Governor Hagerman, Territorial Sec- pany has on hand a large supply of
Mrs.
J. W. Raynolds, Miss writing tablets and scratch
Fourth of July. The guests spent the retary and
pads Buitevening in playing cards after which Helen Baum, R. C. Gortner arid Mark able for school children, lawyers, mer-they enjoyed the lunch which had B. Thompson.
chants and also for home use. which!
been prepared for the picnic.
George A. Chamberlain, who for a will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
Mrs. C. C. Sroufe, wife of Chief En- year or more has been a resident of and cheaper If ordered In larger quan
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.
gineer Sroufe, of the Arizona and Col- Capitan, Lincoln County, for the bene- titles. These tablets are made from
orado Railroad, has arrived and has fit of his health, where he edited El the odds and ends of the best paper
joined her husband. She will sipend the Farol, a Spanish paper, has been ap obtainable, and you are getting double
summer here, in all probability, heing pointed consul general at Pernambuco your money's worth when buying,
pleased with Santa Fe's fine summer Brazil, at a salary of $4,000 per an give ns a Call and examine
on
climate and the many historical and num. Mr. Chamberlain will assume THEM.
scenic attractions found. Mrs. Sroufe tne dllties of lhu
socm
as
as
p08iUoin
The Nw Mexican can do printing
is very muuii iiiieresiea in mailers the sessions of the
conRENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.
to that done In any of the large
historical, ethnological and archaeo- in Rio Janerio will he concluded equal
gress
Our
cities.
of
solicitor
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Sroufe
have
Every
logical.
plee
The congress assembles in the capital work we turn out.
Attended to.
Business of
Try our work once
taken one of Dr. Sloan's cottages on
of Brazil this month. Mr. Chajmlberlain and you will
We
come
certainly
again.
the south side.
has reached that city, having sailed have all the facilities for turning out
Mrs. T, B. Catron and son, Fletcher, from the United States on the 18th
every class of work, Including one of
were passengers for the east yester-- I of June last.
-the best binderies in the west.
day,
They will visit West Point,
Hon. and Mrs. Amado Chaves, at
where Thom Catron, another son, is their residence on
Palace Avenue,
The New Mexican can do pr In tint
a cadet at the U. S. Military Acade
last
entertained Mr. and Mrs. equal to that done In any of the large
evening
my and will remain some weeks at John A.
Sharpe, of Cincinnati, at din- cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
the New Jersey watering places. On ner.
"
work we turn out.1 Try our work once
their return, they will be guests of
W.
of
John
this city, who Is and you will certainly come again. We
Catron,
Misssouri relatives of the Catron fam'Phone No. 161.
10S Palace Avenua.
out
ily at Lexington and elsewhere in the a graduate of the School of Mines of have all the facilities for turning
of
one
class
of
of
New
Columbia
the
Including
work,
every
York,
state. The trip will take from six
College
is now engaged as manager of the the best binderies in the wett ,
weeks to two months.
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HOW?
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Our Goods Have the Call this Summer

MAN

in

SATUROAV,

Dy

We'll put them Insidtt llin best
pair of shoes liny ever lived in,
Initio,

SEW MEXICAN, SANTA tfii, X. M.

Wholesale and Retail

We Want Your Fee t!
We're after tbi

J?J4

$3.50

....

$4.00 and $4.50.

.u

,

s

For any of these prices
we'll give you a full
measure of comfort,
durability and style.

Com-pany- ,

A'size and
width for
every
man's foot.

Colorado

j

j

LSTRAWBERRIES!

We are sole agents
for the FAY
Stockings.

-

H. S.

Nathan Salmon
249-251-25-

3

Pra-vc-

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.M

PUNE

& COMPANY

Leading Grocers.

'c,wk-neapolis-

-

.

CUT PRICES!

j

WINTER GROCERY CO.
CANON CITY

iSi:i li

j

-'

iSil

j

'

Strawberries

!

j

-

f,t,T

.

j

1

Agents for

j

KNEIPP WALT COFFEE

,..

CARL A. BISHOP COMPANY

a

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY
2

i

I

S. E. Comer Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

famA

MH

IflSUf aflCC AffCfltS
9

j

1

CHARLES WAGNER

-

INCOftPOiUTSD

I

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS

are as far

Grain, Flour and Potatoes, Stationery.
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT

ATTENTION

Ftwnittwe Co.
as

ififrwvC;. jn

IVIN MAIL ORDERS.

representing the

WANTS.

PEOPLE

-

SANTA Fat, N. M

II6W juexiGO

It will pay you to see us first before
'luying any Athletic Goods. We are
the local agents of the well known and

the

Ell oumeni Bureau

-

AND REALTY CO.

Celebtated "Vfctot"
Athletic Supplies

Lines of

end the name "Victor" is a sure guarantee that the quality is of the very
best and the price right. You will not
be disappointed with anything bearing
the "Victor" trademark. We also carry
In stock Tents, Camp Stools, Camp
Stoves, Shotguns, Rifles, Ammunition,
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Baskets, Lines
and everything necessary for a complete camping outfit.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

Money Lent

Approved Security.

Non-Residen-

ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House.

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

v

Lot.

Good Location.

Fwt Trees.

Telephone! 4

I

v

Large
Plenty of

JULV

SATURDAV,

Sena,

MINOR CITY TOPICS
C. Hutler, a tourist from Cheyenne,
Wyoming, spent today In Santa Fe.
Clearing Sale of Summer Hats begins Monday, July 9th, at Miss A. Mustier.
J. J. Wooton, of Denver, looked after business matters In the Capital
City today.
,
F, p. Brlgham, a tourist from
Wisconsin, spent today in Santa
Fe sightseeing.
S. Mordgren, a knight of the grip
from Chicago, was in town today and
called on the trade.
Edgar Andrews, a miner from Bonanza, was in Santa Fe yesterday and
purchased supplies.
S. S. Batln, a tourist from San Mateo, California, passed through the city
today en route east.
I, H. Cobb, a commercial man from
Pueblo, was In town today attending
to business matters.
Ernest Dlgneo, who drives the Globe
express wagon In this city, is in Denver on his annual vacation.
'J. W, C. CoCran, a traveling man
from Chicago, arrived In the city yes
terday and today called on his trade.
.fanes-ville-

Frank Caspar and Samuel Morrison,
Los Angeles, passed
from
through Santa Fe today en route to
eastern cities.

tourists

Nash, an electrician from Albuquerque, arrived In the city yesterday,
and will be here several days doing
work for which he has contracted.
M,

People having lots to fill can secure
plenty of dirt by applying to Jose D.

Is dismantling

who

and
Vera Cruz at which point he took a
steamer for New Yorlt.
The Woman's Board of Trade will
meet at 2; 30 o'clock Monday afternoon
In the rooms of the library,
The temperature at 6 o'clock this
morning at El Paso was only CO degrees, as the result of a cloudy sky
and a sprinkle ot rain during the
night. The highest temperature there
yesterday was only 70 degrees and
there was a rainfall amounting to 0.04
of an Inch,
The Young People's" Dancing Clut
gave its regular dance last night in
Adam's Hall. There was a fair attendance, although the weather was inclement. When the club was organized a month ago, few of the young
people knew how to dance, but under
the instruction of a teacher all are
advancing rapidly.
Work on the county jail Is progressing nicely. Enough of the old structure has heen torn down to permit
the employes to work without hindrance. A part of the foundation hi
been laid and stone, sand and cement
are arrvlng dally, so that the work
will not be Impeded on account oT
lack of material.
The Browne & Manzanares Company
of this city has brought suit against
Edward Hesch of Santa Fe for failure to comply with a contract and
asks for damages In the sum ot $t7t.i
30. Papers have been filed in the district clerk's office and the case will
probably be heard at the next term
of court. Las Vegas Optic.
The following letters are being held
at the postoftice for better address or
postage: Miss Bertha A. Baumer, 811
North 19th Street, Omaha, Nebraska;
A. O. Fields, Cincinnati, Ohio;
de Montana, Santa Fe, New
Mexico; Jose Martinez, Glareston, Colorado; Mrs. Nellie B. Porter, Aragon,
New Mexico; and a letter without address.
Judge A. L. Kendall, of Cerrlllos.
member of the Board of County Commissioners from the second district
and Hon. Jose Ines Roibal, of Nambe,
member of the Board of Commission
ers from the third district, who have
in the city during the week in
attendance on the sessions of the
board, returned to their respective
,
homes yesterday.
Members of the National Guurd of
Santa Fe have been notified not to
come Saturday for target practice at
the Troop A range as planned, as the
range is muddy and the pit filled with
water, and there is no prospect of a
dry spell for some time. The Saia
Fe company will come and camp near
the targets some time later in the
month. Las Vegas Optic.
The following employes of the U. S.
Indian Training School have left town
on their annual leaves of absence:
Xavler Cawker, tailor; Edward Wood,
carpenter, have gone to Phoenix, Arizona; Miss .Tessio Powell, domestic
science teacher, has gone to Iter old
home In Kansas; It. A, Gurule and
wife are In Jollet, Illinois.
The work of tearing down the adobe
building on the lot owned by tlte Elks
at 106 Palace Avenue is progressing
rapidly and the debris Is being removed as fast as it can be loaded into
wagons and liauled away. It Is the Intention of tho Elks to leave tho portion of their building known as Adam's Hall standing as long as possible,
In order that it may he used by the
dancing clubs.
The annual retreat of the Christian
Brothers in New Mexico is being conducted at St. Michael's College and
will be continued for eight days. Ahout
thirty Brothers are in attendance. Rev.
Father W. A. Lonergam, S. J., arrived
from Denver yesterday and will conduct the retreat. Father Lonergam
is vice president of the Sacred Heart!
College of the Queen City of the Plains.
Local showers tonight and Sunday
with slowjy rising temperature Is Che
forecast of the local weather man, The
temperature at C o'clock today was
48 degrees. The lowest
temperature
during the night was 44 degrees. The
maximum temperature yesterday was
57 degrees, at 12:30 p. m. The. minimum was 48 degrees at 5:15 a. m,
The mean for the day was 52 degrees,
with a relative humidity of 7G
Precipitation 0.04 of an inch.

adobe hall at 106 Palace AVenue for
the Elks.
The Women's Home Missionary Society of the M. E. Church will meet
with Mrs. J. B. Sloan, at her home
on Hillside Avenue next Tuesday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
and son, of
Mrs. C. Constubble
Wichita, Kansas, who have been look-luover the public lands in the
Valley, passed through the city
today en route home.
C. A, Rucker, of Atlanta, Georgia,
who has charge of the traveling men
representing a wholesale drug firm,
arrived In the city yesterday and registered at the Palace. He came on
business for his company.
John V. Conway has recently rebuilt with ornamental wire that pan
his resiof the fence surrounding
dence, fronting the street at 11G
Road. This Is qulto an improvement over other fences on that street.
J. Nestor Ortiz, of Los Angeles, arrived In Santa Fe yesterday and reg- Istered at the Claire. He left today
tnr Antnnltn where he has a large
number of sheep, from there he will
go to Ortiz, Colorado, where 'he also
j
has extensive business Interests.
U,
at.
the
Indian
of
the
girls,
FortyS. Indian Training School' are In campj
located about three miles above Mon- anient Rock In the Santa Fe Canon,
Mrs. Sara Jeffries, the matron at the
school, Is in charge of the "amp. Thoj
girls are having a fine time.
Mrs. J. LowRzkl this morning re-- ;
cetved a telegram Informing her that!
her son David Lowitzki had arrived!
in New York. Mr. Lowitzki left hero!
three weeks ago av.d went by wnyj
a

Cer-rillo- s

Pra-gere- s

Hair Gone?

hair-foo- d

GREAT CUT

NLY

DAYS

10

See the Window for Prices.

-

SANTA FE HABERDASHRY,

EDWARD EHLE.

I3B

FOOLISHLY SPENT
How much did you spend foolishly
today? $1.00? That was the income
of $r,,000 for one day at 6 per cent.
50 cents?
That was the income on
$1,000 for three days at C per cent.
10 cents?
That was the income on
$100 for six days at ft per cent. Could
account
you afford it? A savings
with us, and one of our Home Banks
will help you keep part of this

UNITED STATES BAr

TRUST COtf AJIY

ArNQ

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

OUR PLAC
OTTO RETSCH
Proprietor.

'
'

Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.
yVEST SIDE OF PLAZA

:

:

:

OUR LEADER

Mexico
old of El Paso, the City of

the

Suppose your hair should all leave
you! Then what? Weak hair Is
the kind that falls out; not strong
hair I Just learn a lesson from this.
Ayer s
If your hair is falling out, strengthen it.! Give it food,
Hair Vigor. It checks falling hair, cures dandruff, and makes the hair soft
J. O. AnrCs.,
and smooth. Sold for over half a century.
LOWSll.MMl

10
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The homeseekers who were brought
to" the Territory Thursday by the J.
C. Maxwell
Company
Immigration
and who have been In Estancia
looking over the public lands, returned to Santa Fe yesterday afternoon. This morning the intending
settlers made entries at the local land
office and after adjusting their business affairs in Kansas, will return to
the Estancia Valley and begin the improvement on their lands.
The twenty little girls, forming the
Juvenile Minstrels, are working hard
these days preparing for the performance which is to be given on July
10th and 11th in the auditorium at .the
Sisters of Loretto Academy. The min- sitrels have an abundance of local
hits, local songs and other stunts
all of which 'Will he appreciated. They
are being trained hy Mrs. R. L. Baca
and Edward Ehle. Mr. Ehle will have
a stunt originated by himself which
will be a feature of the show.

Car uf Old Hickory Wagons have
arrived, and are now on sale. If you
are in the market for a good wagon,
.see the Old Hickory and get our
prices. We have also buggies, road
wagons, steel and rubber tired runa- '

Mesh Underwear,

Every Garment
GUARANTEED AT

Our Furniture
Department

To

Wm

sion style, has arrived and the remain- - U. 9. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES,
der is expected to be here by Monday.
Forecast for New Mexico.
Governor Hagerman's new residence
r o(al 8b(nvors lon,B,lt an(J s,in(ltv
Is one of the handsomest in the city,
gowv Iiisinir tcmoe nihm'.
the interior being especially well arYesterday Hie thermometer registered
ranged and artistically finished nnr) a follow:"
at
furnished. Miss Elizabeth Johnson, O Muxlmuui t.Miipprnl urn R7 ilfric
"
of Colorado Springs, has been em-- '
Minimum ti'iiiporitiiri' 4S demon at
as
by Governor Mngnrman
ployed
r,:1.- a. in.
housekeeper.
Tlio mean tmnpi'Mture tor he 'M
hours was ss degrees.
Mean rulatlvp hiiniiditv ,ii per c.Mill.
LAS VEGAS NEWS NOTES
Precipitation O.o-- of an Inrli.
Lowest temperature din ing last nlghl.
CathMrs. Willam J. Chambers, of
11 degrees.
erine, Alabama, died on Thursday at
Temperature uiii.oo n. in. tiniuy, 4
the Plaza Sanitarium at Las Vegas of degrees.
consumption. She was aged 23 years
and came to New Mexico last Xovom"AND THE WORLD GOES ON."
her,
The above is the title to a new song
Donald C. Vert, son of Professor altrt that Is gaining in population every
Mrs. Edmund J, Vert, died at Las Ve- day.
The "Bon Ton" Is the title of
gas yesterday of whooping cough. Ho the best lunch counter and hotel In
was aged five months.
Santa Fe, which is also gaining in
Mayflower Band of Las Vegas popularity. When you eat there once
you have a longing desire to continue
yesterday elected the following
cer8. (jenel.ai manager, Secmdino Ro- - a customer. And the world still goes!
mero; assistant manager and leader, on. Are you glad?
j ,j at.rln; chairman.AbelW . II. Booth;
assistant chairman,
Gullegos;
Our "Wanl" Column Is populur.
secretary, Gilbert Guerin; collector
Pedro Ciddio; member of council, Abel
Ciddlo; secrtary of council. ?"Sblo
Gallegos; chairman of council, Pedrfc
Eusebio Lopez;
Aragon; treasurer,
music
marshal, Manuel Calendre;
ideas perfected, and
keepers, William Henderson and Rafael Ciddio.
models made from
The funeral of Robert Campbell,
Vewho died of consumption at Las
explanations. Machine, gun
gas on Wednesday, took place today. and bicycle
repairing. Also
The remains were shipped to Yazoo
City, Mississippi, and were accompa- new and second hand bicynied by Mrs. W. E. Faunders, a sister cles for sale
and guaranteed.
of the deceased.
Miss Mabel Harrison has resigned
Fe Hoveliy Works
her position as clerk at the LaS Ve- Santa
to
her
has
ref'urned
gas postoftice and
256 San Francisco Stseet 256.
home at Pecos.
Two carloads of machinery arrived
at Las Vegas yesterday for a new
laundry which Is about to be opened.
8
T. W. KOBBHTS'

we have added a fine line of Framed

Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,
Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
ot IJhmnn & Co., New York. These
gooda are attractive and offered at a
low price to introduce them. It cost
vou nothing to look at them and he
your own iudgo.
SUMMER SPECIALTIES.
We have a full lino of Gold Medal
lump supplies, consisting of folding
cuts, tables and chairs. These folding
supplies occupy no space and add
pleasure and comfort to your camp
lire. Also, full line of tents and supplies. Call and see them.
FRUIT JARS.
We have a large stock of jars, all
sizes and rubbers.
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lit the Big
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K. BARBER

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make a specialty of

jY08ANGEI,E8,CAI,IF.

SHOP

leo

SWAIJY
Sole

The Sensational SpeetaeliiUr WuUen
I 'm ma
.

Agent For

Letup's St. Louis Beer

wrt0USAU

Malls ordots promptly attended to.
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
Telephone No. 38

and

SODA WATER !
--

J AMES

JESSIE

IF LAUGHING

HURT

;

PcAlRS

-

YOU

. . .

FLOUR, HAY,
GRAIN, POTATOES,

RETAIL

s ALT

IN

;

i
Any Flavor You Desire.
THE ONLY
We will deliver Snda Water In any!
quttnMty io any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.

STAY AWAY.

sq

s-p-

"

HENRY KRICK

CO.

DEVELOPING, PRINT

ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp
Attention. Send for Catalogue,
C510 South. Broadwy
9, PR
UnUlIMM 06
UUi
nUflLAnU

Three Flrnt Class Barbers.
High Grade Shoe Shiner,
largest Se Bent Tubs In City

Tent

DRAMATIC

u

SAVE YOUR ICE

and consequently your money by purchasing a refrigerator that is built
scientifically and iu the most modern
style. We can sell you the best one
on the market today and will guarantee it to give absolute satisfaction
or we'll take it off your bauds.
You will obtain more refrigerator
comfort in a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
than from any other cold storage box,
Saves ice, saves money, saves worry,
saves health and saves work. Booklet for the asking.

ATENTS!

EXCLUSIVE

GRAIN

and sEEDs.

HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

WE COUNT
25cts THE

ADMISSION
Djou

open

PLAZA

WILLIAM

Show Co in it enoes

H

BARBER

SHOP

NIGHT.

JESSE JAMES

missioners of Torrance County, In the Territory of New Mexico, ot the office of the
office of the clerk of the board In Kstancia,
BOUGHT to any
N. M.,up to twelve o'clock, noon, ou the
fifteenth day of August, IMG. for the purparts in the Counchase of Seven Thousand Dollars of Court
try; send ticket
House bonds, and Vive Thousand Dollars of
in and get cash for It; tran
Current Expense bonds, which bonds will be
payable at the office of the County Treasurer sactions guaranteed; association office.
of said county, or at such place in the City of
New York as the officers issuing the same ROSENFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave., Albumay dirdct. and shall be payable at the op- querque, N. M.
tion of the county at any time after the expiration of twenty years from ihe date
thereof, and absolutely due an1 payable at
the end of thirty years after snid dnte, with
hit iro. tat the riteol live percent per anIn the months
num, payable
of Jub and January of each year Each bill
must b) accompanied with a certified check,
payable lo the order of the Chairman of the
:
Board of County Commissioners of Torrance
Countr for the sum of Two Hundred and
Fifty Dollars, to lie returned in case the hid
is not accepted or in case the bidder shall
The only first class in city.
take and I ay for said bonds If his bid is
and the Hoard reserves the right to
"Second to none In Territory.
reject any or all bids.
Hv order of the Hoard of County ComPour first class artists : : ;
missioners of Torrance County,
DurJohn W. Corbktt,
1.60
Electrical Baths
Clerk of said Hoard

KERR'S

Capital

To have our
much the largest asset wo tinto in our business.
customers say to their fricncU, " Every statement made bj S. Spitz
can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
for.

Reliability

....

......

only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

satisfaction to buy at

one-hal-

a

store like this.

It

ia a

great

Every artiele carries with

it our guarantee.

SQDTHPT

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

Daily

Papers

ALL PERIODICALS

STABLE

v

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY

Proprietor.

f LIVERY

is our watchword and every sale we make ia closed

Parlors

Says the Las Vegas- Optic:
five
first
days in the month
ing the
.25
Other Baths
of July there has been 2.37 inches of
FOR THAT TIRED FEELING.
81de Plaza
West
Parlors
located
rainfall and the storm does not seem
Men wnose work keeps them largely
to he over yet. Last night there was indoors; men whose vital forces are W. H. KERR,
.18 of an inch rainfall. In June there consumed by the tremendous strain
were 2.30 inches of rain or 5.17 Inches entailed by constant mental applica- in the past thirty-fiv-e
days. Frogs ore tlon to business details, will and Dr.
already singing and croaking in the Lanritzen's Malt Tonic the most dellvacant lots and citizens state that it! clous and Invigorating of tonics.
H. S. KADNE & CO.
will probably not be iong until turtles
Phone 26.
will be sunning themselves
on the
sidewalks. Santa Fe during June had CITY BOTTLING WORKS. Phone 38. Pine
Reliable Horm, llnlr
Rlaa,
f
an Inch "of rain.
only
Surreys, Haoka.
uggles,
CAUGHT WITH A HOOK.
Governor Hagerman will probably
move into fais new home on Lincoln
No.
when In need
UP 'Phone
Avenue Monday. All of the rooms were received at the Bon Ton from an
In
of
the
to
who
the
them
sent
Anythnlg
Llvtry Lino.
have been papered, but two of them old time friend
Reoionnbli
Drlvort Furnlohid..
will have to be repaired, where the manager that they may be served toj
of this popular place. Call
Ratoo.
paper was damaged by the recent the patrons
now while' they are
heavy rains. A part of the rugs and and 'get them
carpets were laid this afternoon, and fresh. They have a cook that knows
several men are employed at cleaning how to fix them, and It you want a
CI1AQ. CLCCSOXV.
In tho eating line, why Just
up the house and making final prepa- real treat
rations for occupancy. Part of the give them a .cell, and you will be
furniture, most of which Is of the MIs- - twice as glad.
-

YOUR GOOD WILL

PARSC.9. Prop.

Leading Tentorial Parlor In Santa
Two Porcelain Bath Tubs.
Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three Flrat-Clasa Barteri.
COUNTY BONDS.
East Side of Plaza. South of Postal
Notice is hereby given that sruleil bids will
Telegraph Office.
he received by the Board of Cntinty ComSATURDAY

i

Kneipp Linen,

bouts, surreys, and platform spring
wagons. You need not send east, as
we will give you eastern prices with
See line before
freight added

JACOB WELTMER

. .

.

1
This Week Only,

Special Sale

c"

-

New Linens, White and Fancy Lawns.
Ladies,' Misses and Children's Hats.
Parasols, Etc., All Below Cost.

ADOLPH SELIGM AN.

SANTA PJ2 NlilW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. K. M.
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CHARLES W. DUDROW

lumber, Sash, and Doors
iU

INTERESTING LETTER
SANTA FE REDUCING
FROM OWEN L WOOD
PASSENGER RATES.

WAN TS

KINDS OF BUILDING MATBEIAL

On Baldwin Locomotive Works, Greatest In World, At Phil,
FOR RENT Residence with eight
rooms, near postofflce. 0. C. Watson
and Company.

In

adelphla.

JULY

8ATURDAY,

New Tariff Went
the Southwest
Into Effect July 1 for Points
West of Denver.

7, 1406.

Is an ordeal which all
women approach with
indescribable fear, far

ATU

If

lff ttaf

m m

if Uevw It

child-birth-

The thought

.

of the suffering and danger in store for her, robs the expectant mother
son of Professor
The Santa Fe Railway Company has
.
..
ti ,Lin
t k II'
nit,.
of all pleasant anticipations of the coming event, and casts over her a
the
month
of
first
the
', celebrated p aced in effect
FOR RENT Four roomed furnished who , s engaged with the
shadow of gloom which cannot be shaken oh". Thousands of women
a new passenger tariff thereby
i
house on fruit ranch In Tesuque Valhave found that the use of Mother's Friend during pregnancy robs
n Locomotive Works In Phila-- ,
.
,
a con .
rof'iui on In pas- ley. Climate delightful. Low monthly delphla in order to finish his ,i...lng
confinement of all pain and danger, and insures safety to life of mother
Colorado
reiiinl. For particulars address It. 0. tion as a mechanical railroad engineer senger faK's f').' lultils Ii
to all women at the
and child. This scientific liniment is a
I California
C. Box 440. Santa Fe, N. M.
n A A ia a o A
tha f rkxiMm rr In format n r? New Mexiei ,Mzoi. .in
time of their most critical trial. Not only does Mother's Friend
to
to
reduction
There
amounting
70
glVlng a
w
but its use
carry women safely through t lie perils ol child-birtROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE well written description of these (ex- about five dollars in the fare to Los
for
the
the
event,
coming
system
prevents
gently
prepares
"morning
and southern California
Angeles
Machinery complete, Including boll, tensive works:
and other dis- sickness,"
Indicates
table
The
30
or and engine for
following
barrel roller flow
points.
comforts of this period.
Philadelphia, Pa., June 10.
lo a number o;
the changes In
mill. Address, Martin Lohman, Las The New Mexican:
Sold by all druggies at
stations
Crnees, New Mexico.
Important
I thought that I would write an
$i.oo per bottle. Book
Old
New
article for your excellent paper about
valuable information free.
containing
HOUSES TO RENT.
Rate. Rate
Station- -?
the greatest locomotive works In the
Houses to rent, leaso or for Bale,
Bradfield
The
Colorado
......
$15.55
,$10.60
Regulator Co., Atlanta. Ga. U
iwtll
InterSprings
bo
that it
furnished or unfurnished, good locar world, believing
15.10 14.70
to your many readers and es- Pueblo
esting
tlons. Call on he reliable firm, Hughes
1S.S5
17.75
to those engaged In mechan- Denver
BRICK WARBHOUSE.
ARIZONA JUDGE
PROPOSALS FOK
ft Delgado. Office west side of Plaza. pecially
of the Interior, OBire of In
7.40
0.35
'Gallup
ical pursuits.
1). C, June 27,
dian All'airs, Wanhiiii-toON WAR PATH 1WW, Keaied proposals, i lauii.v
13.35 11.40
mm urn on
The works were founded iby Mat bins WInslow .
The New Mexican alms (o please W. Baldwin In 1832 when ho comthe
of
the
outside
envelope, "Proposals for
13.S5
10.05
Flagstaff
New Mexico, and
Warehouse,
Albuquerque.
In
the best element
the community. It
:
22,05 18.05 Scored Members of Jury Because They addressed to the Commissioner of Indian
menced business In a small shop Prescott
Is always bright and It Is always clean,
All'iilm. WftBliliifftmi. I) IJ.. will be received
Did Not Convict Man for Wild
26.25 25.80
on an alley, In what was Phoenix
rtt tlie liidinn
Itice until 2 o'clock. P.M., of
fronting
pnper tn send to your friends,
'. . 35.00 30.00
.Inly til, 1UU6, for furnishing ami delivering
Shooting.
tLos Angeles
Ihen the oulsklrts of Philadelphia.
the necessary materials and labor required
II. took him nearly a year to build
From Los Angeles east the follow
to construct and complete n brick warefreight elavator and electric
Judge Nave, of the district court at house atwith
his flrsil. locomotive, which was called ing are a few samples:
the Albuquerque School New Mexlight,
"Old Ironsides." Two years later ihej
old New session in Globe recently rebuked a ico, in strict accordance with ulnus, speculatand Instructions to bidders, which
SEASIDE EXCURSIONS
his first order for locomo
Stnl Ion
Rate. Rate. jury which had tried a man for pro- ions,
may lie examined at this Olllce, the cilices of
the
remarks
Commencing May 1st and until Sep- Uvea, which was the start of lihe fiarstow
his
"Citizen"'
and
miscuous
Albuquerque, New Mexico, the
shooting
$ 5.00 $ 5.00
"New Hiexlcnu" , Suuta l'e. New Mexico, the
tember 30th the Santa Fe will sell tick- enormous business conducted
the victorville
3.85 3.85 were so caustftr that they caused a "Republican", Denver, C'olntado, the "Ariby
ets on each Tuesday, Thursday and
zona
Phoenix, rlzoua. the BuildNeedles
11.75 11.15 sensation In the jury room, accord ers A Gazette",
present, firm.
Traders' Kxchbngea, nt Omaha.
Saturday to Los Angeles and San Di.
Journal-MinerHo
to
the
Prescott
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, St. Paul,
The plant covers ten square blocks, Kingman
14,60 13,00 Ing
ego from Santa Fe at the rate of $42.90
Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, the
Is quoted as follows: :
works
at
besides
Lewistown,
1S.60
20.00
M inufuvturera'
large
Williams
Northwestern
Association,
for the round trip. Return limit of
"One of the fundamental constitu- St. I'niil, Minne.olii, the IJ, S. Indian WarePennsylvania, ranging from two lo piaga'taff
22.45 20.50
llcket November 301 h, 1006.
at
houses,
Chicago, Illinois. St. Louis. MiIn
Is
a
person charged ssouri, Omaha, rehraska, New York, N.Y.
height and
equipped Albuquerque
allowed In California. For particulars six sloiics
35,00 30.00 tional rights given
at the School, l or further Information
wlih the most
with crime in tho United States is and
machinery phomilx
call on agents of the rfnnra Fe.
20.95 17.G
Biinlvto Charles H Dickson, Supervisor lu
acventilated
and
and
of
trial
You,
a
charge.
Albuquerque, New Mexsco. C ,V
henled,
that
lighted
your
by
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
by Jury.
SolUh o Albuquerque on the Rio
I.AUK.Uili li, fli'iing i oinmissioner.
Santa Fe, N. M.
curium? 10 nine mum. iijiiiruyeu urnus.
division nml in nnrthorn New verdict, have avowed that a man is
Aside from being the largest loco- Mexico
points there is no reduction cautious and sufficiently careful of the
motive works In the world, employing The
ANNUAL MEETING.
of fares west, however, lives of other persons who fires a load- HKOPORALS FOR WOOD,' HAY, ETC
chopping
Santa l'e, New Mexico, June IS, IHOtt.
Benevolent and Protective Order of nearly 20,000 men, It ranks second will be much
a door when he
appreciated by the pub- ed revolver through
Senlcd proposals plainly marked on the
as the largest manufacturing iplant, lic
Elks, Denver, Colorado,
.a
and
man
heard
of the envelope, "Proposals for Wood
has
speak
moving
especially that five dollars differHay, Ktc." ami addressed to the undersigned
July
being excelled only by the Krupp Oun ence to Los
ing just outside the door. That Is at Santo Fe, New Mexico, w ill he received at
and
southern
Angeles
For the above occasion, tbo Santa Works in Germany, which Is said to
n School in til 2 o'clock P. m. of
tho verdict to which you have each the Indi1WH.
II
for furnishing and delivering at
Fe will sell tickets to Denver and re employ 30,000 men.
I don't believe It has ever July
assented,
as required during the fiscal year
turn at, t!m rale of one faro $10.90, fn
0. W7. ahoilt 100 COrdS of OOd.
The output of the plant last year
an.tinir
line
utbeen my mlsfortuno to see a more
0 Ins. of potatoes, and 5WI
m fui of hay,
Ihe round rip. Dates of sale July was 2,500 locomotives, all of which ROSWELL GAMBLERS
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returned
lbs.
verdict
of
chile, as per speculations
outrageous
ground
terly
13th, 14th and J 5th. flood for return were delivered as soon as finished.
the school. Bidders w ill state
obtainable
at
SEEK NEW FIELDS. a court of law. Tho defendant's own cleaily In their bids the I e of e ch article
passage until August "Olh, Low rates This Includes nil sizes and styles
contract. All supplies
statement before you was to the effect to be offeredwillunder
from all points on the Santa Fe t from the smallest narrow
be rigidly Inspected. The
so offered
gauge min- New License Ordinance Hits "Game" that
d
man
was
outside
the
to
any or all bids, or
is
reject
S.
II.
knowing
re.ervf
rleht
LUTZ. Agent.
Denver.
ing locomotive to the heaviest Moguls
any bid, if deemed for the best
Men Hard Decrease In Number
part of
the door he fired a revolver through any
bid must he
Kach
Service
of
the
interests
which are at present used so extenof Saloons.
Ihe door, and you have said that rliat accompanied by a certified check orordraft
SUMMER EXCURSION RATES.
solon the Santa Fe Railroad in
some United States depository
sively
upon
was all the caution you regard as es vent imtlonnl bank, made payable to the orBy way of the Santa Fe Central, 13. New Mexico. Large numbers of elecM July 7. Last SaturN.
Indian
Affairs
of
Commissioner
Roswell,
der
of
the
sentlal on the part of citizens of Gila for at least
P. & S. W. and Rock Island system to tric
per cent of the amount of the
mining locomotives are being con- day night every gambling house in
check or draft shall he forCounty to observe in their use of proposal, which
points In Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, structed and the firm is now spend- this
to
St tes in rase any bidder
remain
with
United
the
closed,
feited
to
closed,
city
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, South ing about a quarter of a millon of the
weapons.
shall full to execute
deadly
award
an
lileeching
of
the
where
two,
exception
a
"You are discharged for the term pronrptly satisfactory contract.in accord-onc- e
Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Wy dollars In tho erection and equipment cense does not,
otherwise to be returned
until
later.
his
with
bid;
expire
oming and to Memphis, Tennessee.
For further Information apply
of a iplant for this type, which Is fast Some of the gamblers have already and you will not appear again in the at the bidder.
to Clinton J.Crandoll. Sui erlntendent.
Dales of sale June 9th to 16th, July
left the city and the remainder are court room unless you are called in by
use.
into
coming
1st. to 10th, good for return passage
to seek new process of law.
The Baldwin locomotives are in making preparations
until October 31st.
"The district attorney will ascertain NATIONAL ENCAMPMENT, GRAND
in all parts of the world and it is Holds. Since the closing of the gambuse
Chi
to
On these excursions, rates
ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC
whether I may lawfully order that
resorts
have
time
their
ling
the
of
the
spent
they
mainly
through
superiority
cago for round trip will be $48.85. St.
Minn., Aug. 13 to 18, 1906
Minneapolis,
shall
be
no
about
fees
for
the
you
streets
attainstanding
it
that
has
paid
your
talking
Philadelphia
Louis $43.35. Kansas City $35.85. Mem- product,
occasion the Santa Fo
above
the
For
over.
The
on
license
services
as
the
term.
roulette
for
Jurors
(his
phis, Tenn., $45.50. For further Infor- ed a universal name of being a man- wheel in
to Minneapolis and
tickets
sell
will
the Elk saloon does not ex
"You may retire from the court."
mation, call on S. It. Orlmshaw, gener ufacturing city.
return nt a rate o $31.30.
For the most part every piece of pire until July 14, and that on another
nl passenger agent.
Dates of sale Aug. 10th and 11th;
a locomotive is made in the shops In the Free Coinage holds till July G. B. Burhans Testifies Aftre Many
good for return passage Sept. 30th,
Ros18, and these are still running.
Years.
If yon do not. care to pay for a dally from tho raw material. The articles
lftOfi.
well now has
six saloons, InG. B. Burhans, of Carlislo Center.
paper, subscribe for Ihe Weekly New purchased are those only which can stead of 13 or only as was
II. S. LUTZ, Agent,
case
14,
the
N. Y writes: "About four ywrs ago
Mexican Review and get. the cream of be bought cheaper than made and for
Santa Fe, N, M.
oefore the $2,000 license ordinance I wrote
enthat
had
been
I
you staling
the week's doings. It Is an excellent the most part are certain fixtures
was enacted.
town
a
The
has
poputroutirely cured of a severe kidney
and fittings whose patents are con- lation of between 6,000 and
paper to send to your friends.
7,000. No ble
by taking less than two bi.ttles
trolled toy other parties. Among the additional saloons ran be
ORCH-ARD- S
un
opened
of Foley's Kidney Cure. It entire! BARGAINS IN
Tlie New Mexican can do printing mechanics and artisans employed, til the town has 14,000
2,000
people
ami
brick
tho
dust
scdimen'.
stopped
AND RANCHES
equal in that done In any of the large there are representatives from nearly for each
saloon, as provided by ordi- pain and symptoms of kidney disease
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of every nation and race of ipeoplo. A nance. Several saloon
men and gamdisappeared. I am glad to say that
work we turn out. Try our work once large proportion of them are Germans, blers have
engaged In other linos of I have never had a return of any of Located In the Fruitful and Far Famed
and you will certainly come again. We Hungarians and Poles.
Miles
business. Meantime, nothing more those
Espanola Valley Thirty
symptoms during the four years
have all t.ho facilities for turning out
There are also a number of Japan- is heard about, the petition to tlhe city
North of Santa Fe.
that
have
am
and
I
elapsed
evidently
every class of work, Including one of ese, Chinese and Indian machinists, council asking for the repeal of the
cured to stay cured, and hearrly rec
the best binderies In the went.
rhere is a large contingent from all
ordinance, nor of the ommend
Foley's Kidney Cure to any
The following orchards and farm
of the Spanish speaking countries. threat of some ol the gamblers to boyfruitful
bla
or
one
from
ldar
suffering
kidney
CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
The firm has a most excellent sys cott certain merchants for refusing
properties in the famed and
Rio Artrouble," Ireland's Pharmacy.
Espanola Valley lu southern
courses, by to sign the petition.
The Mexican Central haa recently tem of apprenticeship
riba County In the Territory of New
placed on sale tickets to New York and which a boy may learn the trade or
Mexico, are for sale alt a bargailn.
of
those
more
advanced
age may get SUIT TO DECLARE
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
return, going via the Mexican Central
There
are' satisfactory reasons for soila
to either Vera Cms or Tamplco,
general insight into the design and
T. J. SMEDDICK BANKRUPT.
Why Is It that tho firm of Hughes ft
section 1s one of the finest
The
tbence via Ihe famous Ward Steam- construction of ah the types of locoDelgado are making a success of the ing.
and agricultural, not only in New
fruit
Most
motives.
of
those
learnwho
are
11
SmeddicU
T.
to
J.
New
this
Is
that
return
Lino
business?
because
York.
estate
The
real
ship
Representing
in the soutihwost. The
will be by rail over any line to El ing trades live in, or near to Philadel- is Insolvent, John Smeddick and J. C, firm Is reliable and any property Mexico, but
for Irrigation purposes
water
of
while
those
in
the
advanced
supply
Lamnsters Tuesday filed a petition to placed In their hands will be looked
Paso. The entire trip, covering thou- phia,
at all times. The
sands of miles, Havana, Cuba, and Its courses come from all parts of the have him declared a bankrupt, says after In a businesslike manner. Office Is ample and stable
climate Is of the best. For particulars
the Albuquerque Evening Citizen. The west of Tlaza.
famous Moro Castle, Newport, and a world
Most of the head men of the firm petitioners represent that T. J. Smed
address R, C. Bonney, real estate and
dozen of the largest cltieB of the Unl-Insurance agent, Espanola, Now Mexpositions dick is insolvent; that he is in debt
red States, can be made for $122,50. A and others in responsible
entered
the
as
works
themIn
to
of
Santa ico. The properlles are:
appprentlces
more delightful trip can not be
the amount
who is stopping
$1,000, they
Dr. Shoop
at the expiration of their con- selves being his creditors in an ag- Fe for a few weeks has given us the
r
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres In nlfalfa,
planned, as
privileges are and
allowed and the tickets are good for tracts have either remained in the gregate in excess of securities held agency of his Dr. Snoop's Health Cof one acre bearing orchard; small houso,
one year from the date of sale. The employ of the works or have entered by thom to the amount of $500.
fee. We would like very much to have well, barr. and corral; all fenced and
service of some railroad.
our customers and others try a under irrigation; one mile from postjtrip includes iho City of Mexico, the theJohn
H. Converse and N. B. Sample
to railroad
"Paris of America.", Further lnforpackage of this most excellent cereal offlce, two and a half miles
IN
SHEEP STEALING
mallon ran be secured by addressing are notable examples, the former is
Coffee. Dr. Shoop has found that ner station; price $30 per acre.
A. Dnlohery, Commercial Agent, El now president, and the latter, now asVALENCIA COUNTY vous troubles, stomach, liver and kid No. 2. Full bearing orchard of 1,200
He is well
Paso, Texas, or W, D. Murdock, As-- sistant superintendent.
ney complaints, etc., are invariably Standard apple trees; six miles from
slatant General Passenger Agent, City known to many of the older residents Five Hundred Head Taken from One aggravated by coffee drinking. To Espanola; good house, barn, corral
of Santa Fo through his connection
of Mexico.
Ranch Search Fails to Locate
avoid this, he created his Health Cof and packing house; produced 2,900
with the Denver and Rio Grande RailThieves.
fee, using pure toasted grains, malt, boxes of apples last year; Irrigation
road for over thirty years and during
The New Mexican Trlntlng Com which time he was a
fruits, etc. The flavor Is of true Old from Rio Graude; price $2,000.
frequent visitor
The mounted police have been in Government Java Coffee, yet not a No. 3, Seven acre orchard and marpany has on hand a large supply of in Santa Fe when the road was exmile to town,
formed that sheep are being stolen in grain of true Coffee is used. Sold by ket garden tract, one-hawriting tablets and scratch pads suit- tended to that point.
Co.
able for school children, lawyers, merschool and church;
In the vicinity of Los Cartwright-DavlValencia
postofflce,
(
railroad,
County
of the
During the entire history
chants and alno for home use, which
having teleLunas. Francisco Aragon de Sanchez
good six room house,
WHAT WE WILL DO.
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound works there has never been a strike a
and packcellar
corral,
barn,
in
phone;
rancher
that
sheeP
neighborhood,
want an easy shave
and cheaper if ordered In larger quan- or serious labor disturbance, the main recentiy-ioing house; a highly profitable business
nve nunarea neaa ana a Whenever you
reason
well
one
is
that
boing
every
As good as barbers ever gave,
tities. These tablets are made from
and a fine home; produces annually"
search has failed to disclose
the odds and ends of the best, paper treated and well paid for the kind of vigilant
Just call on us at our salon
$70u to $900 in vegetables alone; price
to
a
work
clew
the
thief.
which
he
does.
single
At morn or eve or busy noon.
obtainable, and you are getting double
$2,250.
At present tho iftrm is erecting, at
stealing has been carried on We'll curl and dress the hair with
"No. 4. For sale sheep ranch of 520
jour money's worth when buying. great expense, a library and gymnasi- to Stieep
In
extent
In
some
Isolated
villages
GIVE TJS A CALL AND EXAMINE
grace,
acres with, good fences and Improveurn ror tno exclusive use or its cm- the Manzano Mountains and it la be- THEM.
We'll sulL the contour of your face.
ments, has excellent waiter, Shelter,
n,ypslleved that these 500 have been driven Our razor sharp and scissors keen,
land and controls several thouof
tbo
If
from
the
any
graduates
,he canons near TaJIque A
The Nbw Mexican can do printing
Our shop is neat and towels are clean, hay
sand acres of fine goat grazing land.
various colleges of New Mexico wish
find
floc
to
of
in
of
,mmenge
wo
m
And everything
think you'll
the large
hft,f
that done
any
equal
No better proposition for a paying
to
for a responsible position
,
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of in qualify
to Tajlqne. A To suit the taste and please the mind,
ranch in New Mexico,
graced
either
or
railroad
sheep
locomotive
work,'
work we ( urn out. Try our work once
some PePle of First class bath room, T. W. Robert's
In my opinion, this is the Ideal place srch, fh,owe(1
5.
No.
Twenty acres, 'having about
O. K. Barber Shop, 247 Salmon Block,
and you will certainly come again. We to
learn the work well. The firm lhat vicinity were plentifully supplied
ten acres of full bearing apples of
N.M,
have all the facilities for turning out
S.m
Francisco
Santa
Fe,
Street,
seems very anxious to give college with fresh meat' but there wasn't any
standard varieties, peaches and plums,
every class of work, including oneof
way of Incriminating anyone and the
to
do
the
bo.
seven acres of good alfalfa and three
graduates
opportunity
the best binderies in the west.
SNOW
MELTING
FLOOD
FROM
baffled
sheepmian ga'e it up.
acres garden land, good five room
However, I would not advise anyon
rater
a
little
May be expected
one to start in who is afraid of hard
Most of the wool clip of the section
adobe house, well, built and finished,
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
work or of getting the hands soiled.
around the town of Valencia, amount- but it will be nothing In comparison good barn; the whole place almost enThe new marriage license law re-- I
to the flood of people that will be
surrounded by a hedge of
ing to about 100,000 pounds, has been
to be tirely trees which serve
quires probate clerks to post three
as a protection
sold to W. H. Majors. A new depar- present at the grand dinner
Hotel and from the wind and add to the attraccopies of the new law In conspicuous
ture took place this year when all the served at the Bon Ton,
EXCELLENT
WATER
25
In
each
for
The
New
tomorrow
places
only
precimt.
tiveness of the place; produced last
wool was sold on the scoured ibasls.
Mexican has printed the law neatly
cents.
NEAR LAS CRUCES
year over $1,200; price $2,250;. one and
on cardboard and Is no ready to fill
a fourth miles east of Espanola.
The New Mexican Printing Company
orders In English or Spanish at fifty Struck By Big Ranch Owner Many
The disgusting discharges from the
The public Is showing Us apprecla-- '
Is prepared to furnish cards de vlsite
cents for each poster. Probate clerks
foul
catarrhal
the
and
nose and throat,
Homesteaders Fi)e on
tion of the attractive circulars sent
for
or
Jadles
on
no
short
gentlemen
with
should enter their orders immediately,
by out
breath, are quickly dispensed
Claims.
by the New Mexican Printing
tice, In first class style at reasonable
using Dr. Shoop's Catarrh Cure. Such Company, In regard to rubber stamps,
either
or
Call
engraved
printed.
NEGROES WORK ON
In his well sunk recently on his prices,
antiseptic agents as Oil Eu by sending in a number of orders.
on the New Mexican Printing Com- soothing
ROOSEVELT DAM ranch on the mesa about a half mile
calyptus, Thymol, Wild Indigo, etc.,
No. 6. The "Espanola Garden," one
and leave your orders.
have been incorporated into a snow- half mile east of
Galveston, July 7. Representatives east of the valley, between Las Cruces pany
Espanola a't $2,250.
of the firm of contractors engaged to and the agricultural
college, Oscar There In mora Catarrh in thli lection o white cream, making a catarrhal balm This place Is a full bearing apple orbuild the Roosevelt dam have been Lohman struck a good body of excel- country thnn all other dinea.ei put together' unexcelled, Sold by Fischer Drug Co. chard and market
gairden tract of sevIn this city for the past few days se- lent mountain water at a depth of and until the laat few years wu BiiDposed to
en acres; a six room house; telephone,
be incurable. For a grant many yean
feet. As a result of Mr.
doctors pronounced It a local disease and
curing negroes to do the common fifty-fivSUMMER TOURI8T RATES.
barn, cellar, packing house, corral and
local remedies, and by constantly
strike many locations have been prescribed
labor. Nearly every negro in the city
ilUnv to cura with Innal traatmant. nrrv
Santa Fe to Denver, Colorado Springs wire fence and, house for chickens. A
exnouneed It lnourable. Science has oroven and Pueblo via the Denver & Rio beautiful and convenient home and a
wanted to secure employment, but made in that vicinity, and it is
Will be sunk catarrh to be a constitutional disease and
only seventy have been accepted. pected that several wells
Grande. Tickets on sale June 1st to place to make good money, besides
soon. It is predicted that Within a. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by p. J.
They have left for El Paso In a spe30, final limit October 31st apples this place has cherries, pears,
val-- Cheney 4 Co.. Toledo, Ohio, Is the opI eon-- , September
all
time
from
the
short
the
plain
cial car.
.
. ,
..
ututlonal cure on the market. It Is taken Stopovers allowed north of Pueblo in plums, quinces and large beds of asuo
tuuvrara internally in doses from 10 drops to a tea either direction. To Denver and re paragus, spinach ' and rhubarb. The
ley 10 uie luuuuutiu win
spoonful. It acta directly on the hloodanH
Into farms and orchards.
mucous anrfaoes of the system. They tiffer turn $22.55. To Pueblo and return vegetable products alone of this place
Legal Blanks of evt y description
one hundred dollars for any case it fails to $17.55. To Colorado
Springs and re bring In annually $750 to $900. The
and conforming to the laws of New
cure. Send for circulars and testimonials.
not. receipts last year In
F.J.CHENET ft CO,, Toledo, Ohio. turn $19.55,
Mexico are on hand and for sale hv
vegetables
The New Mexican can do printing Address:
Sold by Druggists, 76o.
F. H. M'BRIDE, Agent,
and fruit were over $500. Terms easn.
It is hard to down an upright citizen. Taka Hall s Family Pills for constipation.
the New Mexican Printing Company.
Owen L, Wood,
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Cord and Stovt Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your 5tov
Delivered to Any
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Part of the City:::
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COAL s WOOD!
Raton ami Mnnero Screened Lump, per tun
Good Commercial Tin ton Nnl
Screened Domestic Lump, TriuMud Smithing, Kindling, Grato
and Cord Wood. All orders receive prompt and rare fill altenlion.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
OPPrK;

Garfield Ave., Near A., T.
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No.
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No. 49

and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee of
nothing;.
high quality and correct style will cost you
TODAY.
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This handsome solid vestibuled train runs through to New Or
leans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through
sleepers Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points. Direct
nd Southeast.
connections made for all points Nonh, Ea

TAKE
THE.

TRAIN

NEW

FAST
TD A TUT

EXPRESS.

HIBHT

Leaves El Paso at 6:50

Mountain Time

p. in.

For schedules, rates and other information, call
R. W. CURTIS,
Southwestern Famnger A jftif,

..

NEW

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

on or

addrws,

Til.

IT. PASO,

K. P.

TcttNU.

Gn. i'aasenger Agent,
Dallas, Teia.

Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Texas.
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Our Rates are Low and
Service Is Unsurpassed

Fin
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ONE FARE
Plus $2,00 for
the Round Trip
June 1 and 2,
and 9 to 16,
July 1 to 10.
Return Limit
October 31st.
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CHICAGO,
$31.50
ST. LOUIS.
$26.50
KANSAS CITY,
$19,00

t- -

'Proportionately
Low Ratss
to Hundred
of Other
Eastern Points.

Through Sleeping Cars to

Kansas City, Chicago and St. Lows

st

-

-

,,

box-eld-

i

Lunch-Count-

ELEGANT DINING CARS
Meals

a

la Carte.

All Cars Equipped With

-

f LECTRIC LIGHTS AND FAINS

e

For Further Information call on or address

H. B. KOOSER, O. W. P.
1700

8c

P. A.

;

J. H. GINET, Jr., T, P.

8tont Street, Denver,

Colo.
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Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
of Santa Fe R'y
Located on Helen Cut-of- f

i
Bclcn is

In announcing
very impressive
manner to nil applicants that she kept
A
fashionable boarding houso Mrs.
Barnes did not exactly mean that members of the Four. Hundred and stray
multimillionaires (ell over each other
to be numbered among her guests. She
meant that It was a homelike place for
Stenographers, typewriters, bank clerks
and floorwalkers of department stores
to take advantage of, but they' must at
the same time realize to the fullest extent the privileges permitted them.
These privileges, so far as any one ever
discovered, consisted of a latchkey
and a piano. Any boarder who dared
io so could also take a seat lu the parlor of an evening. He or she could also
use the gas until midnight and enjoy
one clean towel per day.
The girl wllh the golden hair, as they
called Miss Ricree, the stenographer,
had been at this fashionable boarding
house a. week, when "Greenbacks," as
they called the bank clerk, arrived.
His name, as given to the others at
the dinner table by Mrs. Barnes, was
Tillman.
The (stenographer and the bank clerk
had had lwo days to size each other up
In when the actress arrived. The stenographer, as It transpired, had a fad.
It was physiognomy. It also transpired
that the bank clerk had a fad. It was
deduction. After about ton furtive
looks at Mr. Tillman the stenographer
discovered that ho was a young man of
weak character and easily tempted.
The shape of his forehead told her that
he would not be honest under great
temptation.
Miss Dorothy Delamar, the actress,
whose real name was Catharine Brlggs,
had no fads. All she wanted was to
climb to the top of her profession. As
she had just got through ploying leading lady In a barnstorming company
that had failed on the rond after being
In n

fOB
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A MOMENT
THEY OA ZED STRAIGHT
INTO EACH OTHER'S EYES.
.

out three weeks, she felt that she was
getting along and that it needed only
a sudden jar to make her a public favorite and bring n dozen managers In
autos to the house.
She was planning how best to briug
about that jar when she arrived. Miss
Delamar was a bustler. She had hustled around and provided herself with
seven rhluestoue rings and a pair of
earrings and a sunburst out of the
same barrel. The landlady estimated
the value of the jewels at $2,500. Miss
Delamar corrected her by making the
figure $1,000 more. At her first dinner
In the bouse she wore the whole outfit.
One morning the actress appeared In
the dining room In a Btate of great perturbation. In fact, she was gasping
for breath and on the point of fainting
away. She had been robbed, she announced 'when she could get her voice.
Some one bad entered tier room and
stolen hef bag of diamonds. While everybody got to his feet she sat down
and went into hysterics.
While she was eugaged In this the
stenographer looked at the bank clerk,
and for a moment they gazed straight
Into each other's eyes. Then he blushed and dropped his. This was enough
for her. She alone of the dozen board-eseemed to remember that he had
come In late. He had lagged behind
to enter the actress' room and steal her
Jewelry. That blush betrayed his guilt
to the stenographer. She almost expected him to throw the chamois bag
on the table and ask to be given five
s
years In state prison.
Not until after the boarders had scattered from breakfast was it suggested
that all submit to be searched, and
then it was too late. There were eighteen boarders, including the actress.
One of the other seventeen must be
guilty. There were seven rooms on her
floor, and the natural inference was
that It was gome one on her floor that
bad robbed her. All seven occupied positions of trust, and to suspect them
was rather erilous. While Miss Delamar sent for a reporter Mrs. Barnes
sent for a detective, Both arrived at
the same time. .While the reporter
went In for a "scoop" the detective
held two or three interviews, looked
wise and as be got outdoors winked it
n

himself and went huutlug for a glass of
beer.
Some fifty different times that day
Miss Delamar told the story of the robbery and grew faiut. The bag of diamonds had been on her dresser. She
was out about fifteen minutes. Her
door was shut, but not locked. Her future career did not depend solely upon
these diamonds, thank heaven, but un
less they were recovered she would not
be able to play certain leading parts.
When the evening paper came out
with its account of "Bold Robbery-- An
Actress Loses $25,000 Worth of
piajaondjLjn,A.Boardjiift Wpna..," Ifff

31 miles south of Albuquerque,

N. M.,

fct

the

tion of the Main Line of the Santa Fc System

junc-

leading

East anil West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston md
points East to 8m Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and
Old Mexico.
1,000 bmrinefnj and rcsidonce lots, size 25x140 feet, laid

out with bro.nl 80 and

T0-fo-

ittreets, with alley

20 feet

wide, with beautiful lako mil public park and grand old

shade trees; public school house, coating $16,000;

church-

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several large mercantile establishments ; the .Men Patent Roll
er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three
tels, restaurants, etc., Bolen is the largest shipping point
ho-

,

The UJ
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

Its importance as a great commercial
city in the near future cannot bo estimated.

railroad

LIMITED

FAST

MAIL

EXPRESS,

AND

FREIGHT TRAINS OF TItE SANTA FE WILL

00

'over Tin: main line through to belen,
E AST AND WEST, NORTO AND SOUTH.

The lota offered ara in the center of the city,,
ed (many ol them improved by cultivation)

;

well grac-

no sand or

We tieod a first elaas bakery, tailor shojj, shoe
house, jeweler, plumbing ahoj.. planing mill, ooai ind wood
gravel.

harness shop, etc., etc., also

yard, drug

Irit

cIsm,

modern hM d1.
Our prii'M of lots are lo

and tetma on easy

payment;

title perfect; warranty deeds. One third purchase money,
s
caRh.
may remaii. on note, with morigSge

BELEN TOWNSITE

for wool, (lour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico.

ALL

Two-third-

for one year, with 8 per cent, interest thereon.
Apply at once for map and prieaa, if you wiih to awn re

JOHN BECKER, President.

the choicest lota, to

WiZ. M. BERG EE, Secretary.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
DPlamc.r filial wl nnny," and after her
recovery her moaning was pitiful to
hen i .It whs ho pitiful Hint tho stenographer decided to temporize no longer.
Kver since she looked Hie hunk clerk in
the eyes and noticed his liijish she had
heon convinced of his ginlt. She had
said nothing to any one, and she rather
expected that lie would seek an early

opportunity of restoring the bag and
thus avoid state prison. Ho didn't restore it at hinchtime nor during; the
half hour before dinner, when ho could
have done so.
That, pitiful moaning started Miss
Bleree upstairs. She knocked nt the
door of the bank clerk's room, and It
was opened to her. Standing in the hall
and speaking In a low but decided
voice, she said:
"Mr. Tillman, It: Is a pity and a
ihanie!"
"Beg pardon, but I don't quite understand," he replied.
"I am referring to the robbery this
morning."
"Ah!
Have the detectives any
elewV
"I don't know, but I have. The robber- Is here In the house tills minute.
Should he restore the diamonds I shall
gay nothing; If he refuses I shall betray his Identity."
"Dear rae, but you know the rascal,
then!"
"I have known him ever since I looked Into his eyes at the breakfast table
H lid he blushed "
"And did you wish to give rae his
name hi confidence?" softly asked the
bank clerk.
Ills brazenness angered the girl, and
with hot cheeks she looked him square
In the eyes and replied :
"He stands before mo, sir."
"Indeed! Miss Blerco, will you kindly Inform mo how you came to suspect

ported by poles. In some ioealiiie-small trees are used Instead of poles.
for the best pepper Is grown In a per- tain degree of shade. The plant Is
propagated by cuttings, comes Into
bearing three or four years after it is
set and yiolds two crops annually for
about twelve years. When a few of the
berries turn from green to red all of
them are gathered, because If they
were allowed to ripen any longer they
would be less pungent. To fit them for
the market they are dried, separated
by rubbing with the hands aud cleaned
by winnowing. Pepper was known to
the ancients, In the middle ages It was
one of the most costly of spices, a
pound of It being a royal present.
Settled.
People talk about a "horse
laugh." Horses never laugh while I'm
around. Miss Tepperly Then they
can't laugh, that's all. Chicago News.
Cbolly

4 ota Kill

Rattler.

A hunter tells an Interesting story
f the way In which a colony of red

nts put to death a rattlesnake which
dared to disturb their abode. He was
out hunting wheu he saw the rattler
and started to put a load of shot Into
the reptile when he noticed that It was
headed straight for an ant bill of unusual size and waited to watch the
proceedings. It had burdly got halfway across the mound when a big red
ant hastened to the attack and sank
his nippers luto the snake's body. In
less than two minutes bo was joined
by the whole colony, which practically
covered the whole body of the rattler,
each one sinking its scissors like blades
into the Intruder's body. The snake
began to thrash and squirm, but the
ants held on like bulldogs. The rattler's fury grew so great that he sank
me?"
his fangs Into his owu body, then
of
from
"First,
my study
physiognostraightened out after a tew wore
I
blush
when
my; second, from your
convulsive efforts to get away aud was
looked at you."
dead in less than ten minutes after the
"Miss Bleree, If I hudu't blushed and
first ant had mounted his body.- - Kansas
dropped my eyes when you looked nt
City Journal.
me across Iho breakfast table would
robme
have
of
this
you
suspected
Should Harpr Beeu Put OtbernUe.
bery?" asked the bank clerk after a
An esteemed Perthshire minister was
moment.
visiting a burly parishioner suffering
"I don't think so."
from the "mulligrubs," or "Effle Lind"Then it was unfortunate for me. As say." The strong man was Intensely
a matter of fact, I have had that habit Irritated at being attacked hy disease,
for years when guilty of anything and and be greeted his minister thus:
have tried In vain to break myself "Weel, Messjohn, I thocht ye wad never
of II."
come. I ken ye are busy wl' thinkiu'
"And you will restore the diamonds wuatna fresh notion ye can gle huz on
at once?" she eagerly asked.
the Sawbath, aud I ken ye maundung
"You ha vb depended on physiognomy yer brains as I Jalose by readln' a'
I have de- the bit bookies ye can come by to bae
lu this case, Miss Bleree.
pended on deduction. Miss Delamar a crap o' profitable notions for a'body.
Is an actress out of money and au enSit ye doon, sir, lu the big chair, and,
gagement. Deduction: She must stand Janet, gle Mr. Pottedhead a whang o'
Mrs. Barnes off and bring her name gouda chees'e, a souple scone aud the
before ihe public. She adorns herself grands o' the greybeard. The bite aud
with what she calls $3,000 worth of sup will keep bis hoasf, puir stock.
Jewelry. Deduction: Rhinestones. She Noo, sir, It's baith lamentable aud
sends for a reporter iustead of a de- awfae, but this is the first illness I
tective. Deductiou: Sensation. The have ever had lu a' my born days. I
detective who was here today asked tell ye, my first illness!" "Well," rewhere she bought the Jewels, and she plied the minister. In a voice meaut to
failed to remember Hie name of the be plangent with suppressed emotion,
house. Deductiou: She didn't want to." "I most earnestly hope it may be your
"Sir, you have become brazen again!" last." Dundee Advertiser.
exclaimed the stenographer.
"Last night," he continued as If he
Honeymoon Reading.
hadn't heard her, "I sat here In my
The house had quieted after the. wedroom for half an hour without a light ding. Mother and Aunt Mary were in
and the door slightly ajar. Hearing a the parlor In Iking It over.
noise In the hall, I quietly looked out
"So It's over," said Aunt Mary, smiland saw a lady standing on the sill of ing Into mother's eyes.
Deduction:-Uto
the hall window.
"Yes," said mother bravely, although
snuff. I think she pinned something to a little tearfully, "it's over and .bethe Inside of the curtains, near the top. gun,"
I made sure It was Miss Delamar. De"They'll be happy, I'm sure."
duction: Seek, and ye shall find. Sup"Yes. They are very well suited to
each other."
pose we seek."
Miss Bleree followed the bank clerk
"Very. I could see that. They both
down the hall to the window. Close up have studious habits."
"Yes. But, Mary" mother paused,
to the pole she saw the chamois bag
and the gleam of mischief evoked by
and inotloued hlui to reach It down.
"No use to have any trouble aboui Aunt Mary soouer than anybody else
It," he said as he placed the bag In her darted into her eyes "Mary, they can't
baud. "Call her up to your room and have much sense of humor. Though it's
tell her that you found her Jewels my own girl, I say it."
where she had mislaid them. You are
"Why not?"
"Do you know what she took to read
somethlug of a physiognomist. Study
her face when you produce the bag. on their wedding journey? Sterenson'a
'Travels With a Donkey."'-Tlt-Bl- ta.
That's all, Miss Bleree."
"But, Mr. Tlllmau, I anr overwhelm
Give Yonr Hone More Watu.
ed with shame and mortification, and
Water should be before horses at all
can you ever"
"There, there! I blushed and caused times wheu Indoors, and at least no
you to think I was guilty. Good night. meal should ever be offered and no
Miss Bleree!"
night lights ever turned out until every
animal has had bis chance at as many
brimming buckets as be will take, says
Tlie Pepper Plant.
The most common and widely used the Outing Magazine. The shy drinker
of all spices Is pepper. It is a native of may be tempted by many artifices, like
the East Indies, hut is now cultivated mixing a little molasses, or salt, or oatIn various part of the tropical belt of meal, or flaxseed, jelly, or bran, etc.,
America. The plant Is a climber and with the water, and constantly varying
even have all
has a smooth stem, sometimes twelve the flavor. Horses may
feet long. The fruit is about the size of they want right after feeding, provided
not been deprived of water
a pea and When ripe Is a bright red they have
time nrpvlou. Many shy
mw
for
fie
color. In "iiltlvatloe
plant Ul.sjbd--

drluLors, ilUe sDy feeders, who are generally nervous, take all nourishment
best at night, when It Is dark and
quiet, aud morning finds tlia empty
manger and bucket which It had
seemed, by day, almost nauseated
them.
In Wolflpy'B Tomli.
Lord Nelson's sarcophagus in SI.
Paul's cathedral has been aptly described as a, secondhand national
tomb, for It was origiually constructed
for another great Kugllshmnu, Cnrdl-nn- l
Wolsey. Wotsey bad cherished an
.mbltiou to be burled within the precincts of Windsor castle and caused
his sarcophagus to be carved by one of
the most famous sculptors of his time.
But Wolsey died in disgrace, and the
sarcophagus remained empty at Windsor until Nelson's death, when It was
thriftily employed to hold the remains
of the hero of Trafalgar.
Old Time Pnnlihiuent,
lu "Pike's History of Crimes,"

volume
1, page 2'.6, Is found the following copy
of the sentence of an old time traitor:
"It is the order of the court that for
your treason you be drawn and hanged

and beheaded and that your heart,
bowels and entrails, from whence come
your traitorous thoughts, be torn out
and burned to ashes and that the ashes
be scattered to the four winds and that
your body be afterward cut Into four
quarters."
A

illalntearated (liuuu.
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(irlmshnw, general passenger agent.
If you want anything on

a New Mexican

earth--t-
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FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Regu
lar communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:30
11.

P. m,
V. STEPHENS,

U. McCOUD,

W. M.

Cecy.

Ran la Fe Chapter, No.
1, ft. A. M.
Regular
convocation 2nd Mon-

day of each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
p. tn.
s. spitz, n. p.

the thought

liMtltt Quit-I- Action.
"The gambling Instinct, once aroused,
will make the victim gamble with anything," said a DelToller. "1 saw two
gamblers meet the other day and Indulge In I' qilh'U (tauible Willi ijl) cout
pieces. 'Odd or even?' asked the first.
'Odd,' said the second. And llie man
with the odd dale on the coin won.
His half dollar was dated 1ST9. The
other was dated HHK Another game
Is played with dollar bills,
it is 'greenback poker,' and was hatched lu Washington. Each bill bears a series uum-be- r
say, 9!i607l'3t or the like. In the
number cited are two nines and three
sixes a 'fun house.' The next man
may have a bill numbered 72243S0K.
He has, you observe, two pairs.
-- "
'High wins.' the players say on
meeting, each holding his bill out of
sight. Then they compare aud settle
up. 'Greenback poker' Is a good quick
way to loe a whole lot of moneys-Detr- oit

Santa Fe Central Railway System.

Sjicohil summer rates to Los Ange
lea, San Francisco, and Pacific Coast
points hy wav of the Santa Fe Cen
tral Railway, E. P.
3. W. Railway,
El Paso
Southern 'Pacific Railway.
For information call on or address S.

the Thins.
ALAN
Young Lady (to clerk lu Iwokstore)
I am looking for something suitable for
an old gentleman who has been married fifty years. Cun you suggest
something? Clerk (promptly) -- "A Half
Century of Coullh't."-Ll- te.
As long as the heart Is young aud
Is youthful old age cannot
touch you. Success Magazine.

No. 8255.

Rig-don-

"What did the girl do when her father discovered them eloping?"
"She burst Into tears."
"What did the young man do?"
"Oh, he went all to pieces,"
"What did the old man do?"
"He! .Why, he exploded with rags
and blew them both up." St. Louis

Jut

10.

FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior.
Land OlT.ce at Santa Fe, N. M
SUNSHINE ROUTE, va TOtffiANCE
June 5, 1!)0.
Notice Is hereby given that the folFAST PASSENGER AND FREIGHT 8ERVICE.
lowing named settler has fllen notice
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLf
if his intention to make final
proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the register or receiver at Santa Ft, N. M.,
cm July 12, 1306, viz. George A.
,
for the N 2 SW 4, Sec. 13; N 2
SH 4, Sec. 11, T 10 N, ft. 13 E. He
names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Juan Ortiz, of Gnllsteo, N. M.
Pedro Lopez, of Galisteo, N. M.
Teodoro Vianneba, Galisteo, N. M.
Emiterlo Chavez, Talma, N. M,
MANUEL It. OTERO,
Register.
NOT1CR

ARTHUR SELIGMAN,

Becy.

A

Santa Fo Commandery No.
K. T. Ttegular conclave
'""rth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
W. 15. GRIFFIN, B. 0.
t':30 p. m.
W. II. KENNEDY, Recorder.

mJ Fl

Y"7

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with
Paso & Southwestern
and ChlcaQO, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fe,
New Mexico, wui: the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Fe
with the Denver & Rio Grcnde Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Paclflo Railway, vlu
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W, H. ANDREWS,

8. B. GRIMSHAW,

Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERTf
Asst Sec'y and Treas.

J. P. LYNG,
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
Qeneral Offices, 8anta

A. L. GRIMSHAW,

Trav. Freight and Pass. Agt.
F, New Mexico.

1

Rubber Stamps

Sauta, Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Maaonry meets
on Iho Ihlr.l Saturday of each montii
at 7:30 o'clock la the evening In
Masonic Hall, south aide of Plaza,

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USLNG RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3E0AUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, ANT) TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

Visiting Scottish Rite Free llaaona are
cordially Invited to attend.
CHARLES FRANKLIN EASLEY, 32.
Venerable Master.
rKRCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.
I. O.

0.

F.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, 1 O. O. F.,
meets every Thursday evening in Odd
Fellows Hall, San Francisco alreet
News.
VWItlng brothers welcome.
MAX KALTElt, N. O.
Mini
Sltkne.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
The pretty girl had told the artist
that she had posed before, and on the
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
strength of that statement she got a
Job. She hadu't held the pose ten minSanta Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knight I of
utes before she turned deadly white
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
and sank to the floor.
"Model sickness," said the experi- and third Tuesday evenings at t
enced artist after she had gone. "I o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
knew she was lying, for the first timers Odd Fellows, San Francisco street
always get it. It is as well defined a Visiting Knights given a cordial and
complaint as. seasickness and has to be fraternal welcome.
treated the same way. It Is a form of
FAUL A. F. WALTBR. C. O.
nausea and is caused as much by the
J. S. CANDBLARIO, K. R. S.
nervous strain the new model is alR. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance,
ways under as by the unusual experience of standing in one position.
B. P. O. E.
have had big, strong men, even negroes, go the same way. It is someSanta Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. O. B.,
thing every artist has to make allowon the second
ances for, and only practice cau ewe holds Its regular session
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
who
I
old
models
know
It, although
welstill suffer from it, especially if they Visiting brothers are Invited and
NORMAN
L.
R.
come.
1.
KINO,
are In an awkward pose." F.xchnnge.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
Tobacco Pennltlei.
The shah of Persia, lu the sevenFRATERNAL UNION.
teenth century, proclaimed that every
Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
e.uui
tobacco
whose
soldier lu
possession
Union of America. Regular meetings
was found should have bis lips cut; first and
third Mondays In each month
while in the same century Massachuo'clock
8
at
p. m Odd Fellows' Hall,
setts ordered that "no person shall take
Francisco street Visiting Fr&t-ertobacco publicly, and any one shall pay San
welcome.
one penny for every time he is conR, L. BACa, Maternal "Mstr.
in
of
any
place."
victed
taktagjobaeco
1

s

DAVID GONZALH8, Secy.
MAOGI1 0. MONTOTA, Ttmi

PRICE-LIS-

T

15c
Stamp, not over 2 inches long
Each additional line on eame stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2J and not over 3J inches long. ,20o
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c. . . . .
One-liStamp, over 3J and not over 5 inches long. . . ,25c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
Ojie-lin- e
Io
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, eame price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-hainch in size, we charge
for one line for each one-ha-lf
inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
IocnI Dater, any town and date for ten years
$1.00
10c
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
85c
Regular line Dater
Defiance or Model Baod Dater
$1.50
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.60
1.00
Pearl Check Protector
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
1Jx2, 10c; 2x3J, 15c; 2x3J, 25c; 2x4, 35c; 3JX6J, 50c;
One-lin- e

ne

lf

4,xyj, rio.

FOR
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TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

EXICAfJ PRlfJTlfJG CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

,

,

i
PAGE EIQHT.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. 31.

GKOCEBS,

J

BUTCHERS

BAKERS,

PROGRAM OF
JUVENILE MINSTRELS

!

L.J

J

CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S
250 San Francisco Street,
(irocerv Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone
No.

WATER

40.

No.

During the warm weather our bread
Nice, ripe, red TexaB watermelons
we are now selling at, per pound .02 trade usually increases
among the
families. Too hot to bake and stewi
CHEAP MILK.
yourself over a hot range. All kinds
Our supply of Rocky Mountain conof white wheat, graham and rye bread,
densed cream Is sufficient to last us
.05 per loaf 5c; rolls, cookies and doughseveral weeks longer. Per can
nuts, 10c per dozen.
LUNCH GOODS.
We have secured a quantity of sliced
We
f
one-halIn
try to carry Iho best line of;
beef
pound
glass Jars,
15 canned
meats, fish, cheese, wafers,
which we offer at
crackers, etc., in the Territory. Come
MEAT MARKET.
in and look at what we have when you
think of taking nn outing of any sort.
Our meat is clean when we receive
05
Deviled ham tongue, etc
it and we exercise every care to get
Sardines at any price from 5c up
it to our customers In the same con'.
40
to
dition. We devote a special departGood Imported sardines, 2 cans for .25
seIs
of
ment to this class
goods. It
.".
.10 j
Fair quality
curely screened against flies, and be2 cans for
fine
45;
ones,
Very
in the rear of the room is less

ing
05
liable to take up dust from the street. Uneeda biscuit
ZuZus or animals .05
If your meat supply is not entirely Lemon snaps,
Frotanas, Uneeda ginger wafers.
satisfactory we would like an opporSocial Teas, Five O'cock Teas,
tunity to show what we can do. Not
Graham or Oatmeadl crackers .10;
how cheap, but how good,
Ferndell Salad Dressing, per bottle .80;
"
MEXICAN DISHES.
BERRIES
A new shipment of Mexican dishes
now
are
We
receiving California
has been opened up. It consists of
on Ief. The quality is
strawberries
Red
In
the
Tamales
Chicken
husk,
fine.
Kidney Beans with Chile gravy, Hul- very
.
led corn and chile, and Chllo con
FIREWORKS.
These goods are packed in one,
We have a line of lire works which
two and three pound cans and are sold
at 10c, 15c, and 20c per can as to size. we are selling at lc, 5c, and 10c. They
Flags, firecrackers,
The quality is exceptionally good, be- are good value
ing the best we think that are packed. etc.
Car-ne-

j

'

3. 8.CANDELAB10
ittl San Franoijoo St

NEW GOODS

I

!

ill

MEXICAN
DRAWN WORK,

INDIAN
BLANKETS.

JUST RECEIVED
CALL and SEE.

!

INDIAN
POTTER V.

MEXICAN
HA8KETWARE,

ft

NEW GOODS!

NEW GOODS!

ft
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HUGHES & DELGADO.
We have some choice proporty for the person with small capital and also
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list o! proporty.

f

West 8ide of Plaaa,

J.

AKEBS.

W.

Santa Fe V.

:

:

W.

M.

HOOPER, 6. P. and T. A., DENVER, COLORADO,
T. P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

K.

it

A. S. BARNEY,

TjLdLJU

CONFORMING

You'll Have to Hurry

!

A lady just from Mexico arrived In
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful
assortment of Mexican drawn work.

Sae needed money and we bought all
she had. Come quick and set the
first pick.

THE ORIGINAL
i

CURIO

i

STORE

J. S. CANDELARIO, PROP.
301-30- 3

RIOTERS

paper,
St.

55

Louis,

Silver, G4
July

Mo.,

7.

BINDERS .

Spelter

qule.t, 5.87

GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Affidavit, 4102b,
Chicago, Ills., July 7. Wheat, July,
Township Plats,
78
September, 7d
Sheep Contract,
Corn, July, 61
Sept. 51
Agreement,
Oats, July, 37
Sept. 34
Retail
Liquor
for
License,
Application
Pork, July, $17.60; Sept., $17.12
Dealers,
Lard, July, $8.85; Sept., $9.00.
an
Application for License. Games
Ribs, July, $9.52
Sept., $9.42
Butcher's Bond,
$9.45.
Attachment Writ,
WOOL MARKET.
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
St, Louis, Mo., July 7. Wool steady,
sheet.
unchanged.
sheot
Execution,
STOCK MARKET.
Bheet.
Summons,
Closing Stocks Atchison, 87
sheett.
Sunpoe-- a
Penna.,
pfd., 100; N. Y. C, 130
sheet
Capias Complaint,
12G
So. Pac, CC; U. P., 144
Search Warrant
pfd., 94
Amalgamated Copper,
Stock Blanks.
99
pfd., 101
steel, .35
Bond for Appearance, District Court,
Vendor's
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing
LIVE STOCK.
7"'
Justice Quarterly Report,.
Books
in
Recorded Brand,
Chicago, July 7. Cattle Receipts
Bond to Keep the Peace,
1,000; steady. . Beeves, $4.006.15;
sheet.
25 Blanks, 40c per Book.
Complaint, Criminal,
Bill of Sale, Animals not Bearing Ven- cows and heifers, $1.30(515 25; calves.
Forcible Entry and Detainer,
sheet
dor's Recorded Brand,
$5.006.00.
sheet
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum- Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
Sheep Receipts 3,000; strong. Sheep
sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive id Handle $3.25625; lambs, $5.007.35.
mons,
Recorded
Animals Bearing Owner's
shect.
Kansas City, July 7. Cattle, reReplevin Bo.id,
Forcible Entry and DeExecution
Brand,
ceipts 100, unchanged. Native steers,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle $4$C10; southern steers, $3$5.10;
tainer,
Animals not Bearing Owner's Re- southern cows, $2$3.50; native cows
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
and heifers, $2$5.35; stackers and
corded Brand,
Replevin Auidavlt,
feeders $2.75$4.35; bulls, $2.40 $4;
Peace Proceedings, Complaint, 4 sheet Certificate of Brand,
sheet
$2.50$5.50; western fed
Warrant,
Special Ruling Wo onT Specialty. calves,
sheet.
Commitment,
Our Blank Books speak for them steers, $3.35$5.50; western fed cows,
$2.50$4.25.
sheet.
Attachment Affidavit,
selves.
Sheep, receipts none. Market nomiAttachment Bond,
sheet.'
Spanish Blanks.
nally steadyGeneral Blanks.
Pltego.
Auto do Arresto,
Auto de Prison,
Bond for Deed,
,
Missouri Code Pleading, $6.
sheot.
Declaration Jurada,
Bond, (leneral Form,
The two for $10.
Ftanssa Oflcial, MrPllego.
Bond of Indemnity,
Adapted to New Mexico
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doaen. Flanssa Oflcial y Juramento
sheei
Clerk and Recorder,
Fianza para Guardar la Paz, Mrpltega
Official Bond,
vlt,
"Pa
de
tldo,
Contrato
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
Notlco of
sheet
de Ronuncla, Ms sheet.
Certificate of Election,
or Publishing Out Notice
Forfeiture,
Documento Garantlzado,
Letters ol Guardianship,
sheet
Formula de Enumeraclon,
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
Miscellaneous.
y
Dlrectorea
los
Entres
Contrato
Letters of Administration,
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and
Administrator's Bond and Oath, ft.
1903; English and Spanish;
Contrato de Combustible,
sheet.
$2.25; full leather, $'.00.
Notas Obligaciones, 25c por 60.
Letters Testamentary,
Code of Civil Proceedure, full leather
$1.
de
Bonos,
Certlflcados
LIbros
in
Declaration
Assumpsit,
$1.00'; paper bound, 75c.
Libroe de Reclbos, Supervlsores de Price Laws 1905,
Declaration in Assumpsit on Note,
English and Spanish,
Caoilnos, COc.
pamphlet, $2.75; full leather, $3.50
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
de
Muebles,
pliego.
Blenes
Hipoteca
Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket Docket,
Assignment of Mortgage,
Document) de Hipoteca.
single, $1.25; two or more books,
forextensa
Notice to Assessor by Probate Clerk, Documents) Garantlzado,
$1 each.
'
ma entera.
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Certiflcado de Matrlmonlo. 10c.
Lease,
Notary Seals Aluminum, pocket, $2.75
Laaae of rersonal Property,
delivered. Desk, $3.25, delivered to
M.
Chattel Mortgage,
sheet
Proof of Labor,
nearest express office.
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet...
Lode Mining Location,
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
sheet
Power of Attorney,
Placer Mining Location,
Nos. 1 and 2. full leather. $8.50 a
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
Title Bond to Mining Property,
volume; 3 to 11, inclusive, delivered
Mi
sheet.
of
Mining PropTitle Bond and Lease
Mortgage Deed,
at Publisher's price, $3.30 each.
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
erty,
Prices.
sheet.
Clause,
On
Mining Deed,
or Mrsheets, each..',.r,...$ .05
Options,
Mining Lease,
Full sheet, each
.1
Notice of Protest,
Coal Declaratory Statement,
.2
dozen
per
Hi
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
Coal Declaratory Statement with Powe
35
per dozen
Afflda-Siz- e
sheet.
" .65
of Attorney and
Full sheets, per dozen
of Blank.
Warranty Deed,
1.75
per hundred
sheet, 7x8Mt Inches.
Quit Claim Deed,
2.50
per hundred
8MiXl4 inches.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Full sheets, per hundred
4.00
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
Full sheet 14x17 inrhe.
100 assorted blanks take the per
Release of Deed of Trust,
100 price.
Promissory Notes, 25 per pad.
'
Homestead Affidavit,
"Minor Law" Cards for Posting, 25c
On an order of 500 blanks, customer'
Homestead Application,
each, "
business card will be printed under 111
Missouri Pleading Forms, 15Affidavit,
lnf wltfibut extra cost,
,

San Francisco St.

We Are Headquarters

sortment

.

t.

5--

2

--

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the

--

Celebrated Frey Patent
FLAT

:

OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK,

'
i

-

te

RIght-of-Wa-

TOWNSEND, Proprietors.

OLD

UBLXSHER S

-

The old established line of goods formerly carried at
"Our Place" has been added to our stock. We buy our
goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
purity. Elegant club rooms in connection. Side entrance
to Coronado Hotel.

for the Best As
of

CURIOS AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA
HO INDIAN BLANKETS. ,

Opals and Turquois
w,

S.

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, July 7. Money on call
nominal, no loans. Prime mercantile

Code.-Proba-

&

For Illustrated Adrertislaf Matter er Infortaatlon Addreeet

.

N. TOWNSEND.

"THE CLUB"
AKERS

PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on aU Through Train.
No Tiresome Delays at Any Station.

Cora-plain- t,

Insurance and Real Estate
:

Homestead Proof, full sheet-No1 Homestead,
Land Entry,
Desert
LAWS"
OF
TO THE
Affidavit Required of Claimant,

Brst-clac-

LEVI A. HUGHES.

Office

Connection at Denver with aO Mam East and Watt
Time as Quick and Rate at Low a Other Line.

'

NEW MEXICO.
The New Mexican rrintlng Company
has the largest facilities and most
modern maf hlnery for doing all kinds
s
of Printing and Binding In
nf Loose-lea- f
style. Manufacturers
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work
a specialty. Best Book Bindery In the
Southwest.
Mining Blanks.
Amended Location Notice,
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
Appeal Bonds,
shent.
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
Bond,
Appearance
'
Appparance Bond, on Continuance

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
:

DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

j

LEGAL BLANKS!

Mercantile Stationery

Santa Fe,

zZ TOZ

-

la--

M

'

HaanfacUret

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

j

EADQUARTERS
tie

"Scenic Line of tne Wotld."

Ros-wel-

GENUINE INDIAN GOODS & CURIOSITIES

NEW GOODS

DENVER & mO GRANDE

Notaries Public Appointed,
Covernor Hagermnn has Appointed
TO BE GIVEN IN LORETTO HALL ON EVENINGS OF the following to be notaries public:
William B. Bunker, of Las Vegas, San
JULY 10 AND 11.
Miguel County; John K. Stauffer, of
Santa Fe, Santa Fe County.
Following is the program which will be rendered by the Juvenile Minstrels Mrs. LI lie Murney Has Resigned As
Matron at the Territorial Penion July 10th and 11th.
Itcontains a number of new and catchy songs, sev
eral of whldh have original words written for the singers.
tentiary and is Relieved.
Mrs. LI lie Murney has resigned as
PROGRAM.
matron at the Territorial Penitentiary
and was relieved from duty Thursday
last.
Clerk at Penitentiary.
FIRST PART.
Deputy United States Marshal C. E.
Newcomer, of Albuquerque, who was
in the city yesterday, it Is understood,
on the Farm.
Opening Chorus-Dow- n
has been offered the position as cleric
Clarebel Fischer
You Must'st Pick Plums
In the Territorial Penitentiary, from
Fraces Hinojou
,
which place W. D. Newcomb has just
I'm Just Crazy About You
C. Palmer, F. Berry
f
resigned. It Is not yet known whether
Mr. Newcomer will accept,
I
Riddle
E.
.:
C,
Fisher,
Mafclncr Eyes
Declines Appointment as Postmaster.
(
p. Carlisle, A.Newhall
News has reached this city from
Baca
A"'ta
Sympathy
Las Cruces that Harry F. Carter, reSelectlon-B- y
the Cotton Pickers.
cently appointed to the position of
Dorothy Griffin
Lulaby
postmaster at Las Cruces, has declined
In my Oldsmoblle
Hope Wiley, Anita Baca
to accept the appointment.
Mr, Carr
F.
Hinojos
Lonsome Town
Gee, But This
ter is connected with the United States
Bamona Baca
Oh, say Wouldn't it be a Dream
Reclamation Service and prefers the
position he now holds to the one ofEND MEN,
fered him.
mm
Examination for Postoffice
LIFT
AppointA Newnall,
Ft. Baca,
ments.
Civil service examinations of aspirM. Closson,
E. McFle,
ants for positions as clerk and mail
A. Whitman,
3. Weltmer,
carrier at the Albuquerque postoffice
G.Morrison,
H. Wiley,
will be held by the Civil Service ExTopsy.
Dorothy Griffin
amining Board In that city July 28th
next. Necessary information and apMIDDLE MAN.
plication blanks can be obtained from
Edward Ehle
the secretary of the board at Albuquerque.
Articles of Incorporation.
SECOND PART.
The following articles of Incorporation have been filed in the office o1
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
The Great Central Oil, Gas ana
I Can't do this Sum - (Request)
Gypsum
Company. Incorporators are
It.
H.
Baca,
K. Chaves, F. Hlnojoa,
Wiley,
Eugene M. Fischer, S. P. Johnson, C.
G Morrison, A. Baca. M. Friday.
,
V. Stansell, G. C. Welter, W. H.
Holentots-Katharl- ne
Chaves. Clarebel Fisher. Carrie Palmer, Annie
A R. Forsyth, J. B. Rose, G. E.
French and W. F. Forbes, all of
Newnall, Dorothy Griffin", Ethel Riddle.
The capital stock of the com
Emilia
McFle,
Friday
Mary
Marion
Bishop,
Cheyenne Cow Boys
pany is 12,000,000 divided into one
FLORADORA.
million shares of the par value of $2
OIRM
each, The office Is fixed at Roswell and
BOTH
G. C. Welter is named as agent.
The
K. Chavea,
M. Bishop,
term of existence is fifty years and
A.Newhall,
E. McFle,
' the
company Is incorporated for the
F. Hlnojos.
A. Weltmer,
purpose of prospecting and drilling
R.Baca,
A. Whitman,
for oil, operating coiil mines and to
H. Wiley,
L. Newnall,
construct pipe lines, tanks, reservoirs,
A.'Baca.
M. Friday,
railroads
telephone and telegraph
Fourteen Misses
(lines.
Electrical Dance
The Woolverton Practical Business
Page Otero, Inez Otero
Cake Walk
are W. O.
College.
Incorporators
YOU'RE A GRAND OLD FLAG,
Woolverton, E. E. Woolverton and W.
Captain F. Hlnolos.
C: Woolverton. The capital stock of
the company Is $10,000, divided into
D. Griffin,
M. Friday,
100 shares of the par value of $10
A.Newhall.
M. Closson,
,
each, the sum of $3,000 lias been paid
G. Morrison,
; 9. Weltmer,
into the treasury. The principal ot-- i
A. Whitman,
F. Berry,
flee Is fixed at Roswell and W. O.
M.
Bishop,
P. Carlisle,
Woolverton is named as agent. The
'
E. McFle,
H. Wiley,
term of existence Is fifty years and
C. Fischer,
K, Chavea,
the purpose of tne company is to conE. Riddle,
duct a business college, '
R. Baca,
'
A. Baca.
C. Palmer,
M. McFle.
L. Newhall,
MARKET REPORT.
Music by Morrison's Orchestra
Leu-ox-

In

Wholesale and Retail Dealer

t,

OFFICIAL MATTERS,

-

CHIPPED BEEF.

THE OLD CURIO STORE

JULY

I

FRESH BREAD.

MELONS.

SATURDAY,

Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and
dian Curios In the United 8taes,

In-

........

'

-

AH classes of'lianSs
arek'epion
hand at the offices of the New lexl-caPrinting Company.
n

Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy
Almost every family hat need
of a reliable remedy for colic or
diarrhea si tome time during the

',.:,.

,
year.
This remedy is recommended
by dealers who have sold it ter
many yean and know its value.
It has received thousands ol

lestimoniab from grateful people.
It hat been prescribed by physician with the most wtufactory
results.
It has often saved life before
medicine could have been test for
r a physician summoned.
It only costs a quartet. Cta
you afford to risk so much for s
Hole?
BUY IT NOW.

;.

J.

M. DIAZ, M. D.

202 Water Street.

Telephone No. 30.

Office Hours
1

to

3

p.

:

m., except Wednesday

and

Sunday.--

;

PRIVATE HOSPITAL
'First class accommodations for
limited number of patients
New operating rooms completely
equipped with modern Instru-

ments. Faradlc, galvanic
and static electricity. .:
Radiographic work.
Violet Rays, Diotuthcrapy,
Ozone Generator, Etc.

